EDITORIAL
• It has been eleven years since this magazine was founded by me and Simone Pedeferri, the one with whom the idea originated. The name was created by Ugo Nardini,
our first graphic designer. Later on we discovered that the same name was being used
by other associations or entities, while we had all been focused on the project and had
not even noticed this issue. In the past years I have edited the magazine spending a lot
of time behind the news, insights and unpublished articles at the European level. It is
only now thanks to Alpine Studio that I have been able to greatly reduce my work load.
But now itʼs time therefore the editorial of the next issues will be written by another
Ragno di Lecco.
How shall I conclude? I have really seen a lot in these past years. The evolution of alpinism on rock has been stratospheric. Meanwhile there have been many mixed climbing exploits worthy of been rememberd. However, the overall level has not moved
upwards. What I mean is that what seemed visionary twenty years ago is still so today!
As Simon Anthamatten said: «M7 at 6500 meters is not possible». To tell the truth
even free climbing above 5000 meters has not progressed since then. Nonetheless,
there are more and more people that are now able to try such feats.
Over time, however, speed and velocity have evolved: the accomplishments seen in
Patagonia in the last three years have been amazing, and obviously I'm glad that the
Ragni have been able to distinguish themselves through them; but it is the mountaineering world in general that has developed the capacity of pulverizing climbing times
previously complicated by bivouacs, bad weather, etc. When in 24 hours you are able
to do what Honnold followed by Haley (who climbed on mixed terrain) managed to
do at the Cerro Torre Traverse, why should you worry about the next day: and what
is in your in your backpack?
Instead it is a fact that the physiological limits move much slower. The 7b and the 7c in
altitude while climbing in alpine style are very rare, some conquered by Ragni at Bhagirathi. The M7 that was mentioned by Anthamatten still has not been done by anyone.
The Masherbrum said, bye bye twice to Lama... the impossible and the objectives, in
short, not only exist, but are far from being reached.
Fabio Palma
President of the Ragni di Lecco
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WITHOUT COMPROMISE

PATAGONIA
January. The news came late about a beautiful ascent at the end of January to Fitz Roy, Patagonia.
Slovak climbers Michal Sabovčík and Ján Smolen have indeed opened a new route on the south face, to the left of the Canadian
route which was joined after 13 pitches. Called “Asado”, the route of 665 meters overcomes difficulties of up to 7a +, M8 and A2 of
artificial sports climbing and was opened in alpine style, with a bivvi at the end of the eighth pitch and one on top.

CHILE
March. Cochamo valley. When Pedeferri, Ongaro and their companions went there in 2006, it was nearly an unknown valley.
Today Cochamo has numerous ways and even well-designed accommodations... adventure, however, is still possible. The Slovak
climbers, Josef Kristoffy, Martin Krasnansky and Vlado Linek, opened “El Condor Pasa” on the north-west of Cerro Trinidad Central
wall. 700 meters and even a 8b pitch, the fourteenth. All lengths are free ascents, but the challenge remains to freeclimb in a single
push.

CANADA
April. It is a fact that in our spring season the best global challenges can be found in Alaska and Canada. The “Psychological
Effect” route seems to be of a high level (M7 WI5 +, 700m), opened on Mount Neptuak (3237m) by the Slovenian Luka Lindic and
Canadian Marc-Andre Leclerc. The area is absolutely full of possibilities for technical and difficult mountaineering in a superlative
environment. But going there is costly...

ALASKA
May. VI M7 AI4X A3 70° are the raw difficultys of the route called “Westman's World”, opened by Jess Roskelley and Benjamin Erdman in
the area of the endless Kichatna Spires, Alaskan Mountain Range: which separates two very different worlds. The only inconvenience
is that you can only get there by plane... because going on foot or by other fair means in Alaska still seems impossible.

L A NOSTRA MISSIONE
Montane lavora per fornirvi i materiali più innovativi,
l’abbigliamento più leggero e le migliori attrezzature per
affrontare gli ambienti più estremi

Mount Neptuak
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Kichatna Spires

Cerro Trinidad Central

Fitz Roy
Montane athlete Jon Gupta, Ecandies, France
© Alex Buisse
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TAMARA LUNGER
THE SMILE
OF THE HIGHEST PEAKS

by TATIANA BERTERA
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■ FIVE WORDS TO DESCRIBE YOU.
«I know itʼs a strange question to start an interview, but
I ask you for five words with which you identify.» A moment of silence, then Tamara bursts with laughter. One
of her laughs makes you feel connected and the world
seems a bit more beautiful because of people like her. I
am on a conference call with Tamara Lunger, who returned a few months back from her wintry ascent of Nanga
Parbat. Skype performed a little miracle and I can speak
with Tamara in private, even if she is located across the
ocean, to be precise in San Diego, where she is taking a
license to become a helicopter pilot. Come to think of it,
it says a lot about her character that she is pursuing such
an endeavor! But in the Lunger family they all seem a
bit like this: made of steel, fearless, and determined, individuals who like to live their lives till the end. In short,
people with character.
Tamara’s blue eyes peek out from the screen.

10
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She seems to be in a great shape. Smiling, she shows all
her dazzling teeth. This beautiful South Tyrolean always
smiles! Unfortunately because of a weak signal we are
forced to turn off the video and just go to “Voice” mode.
It was a shame not to see her changing facial expressions,
lit up eyes, and relax her lips while talking to me about
her life, her loves, and her mountains. Tamara begins to
tell, or rather to tell about herself. She has a determined
character and does not leave space for doubts.
«Five words? Let's see ... I'm a hard head, in the sense of
being concise and determined. When I want something I
do everything to achieve it. It's the only way I know how
to get results. I am someone who knows suffering and a
lot of it, even, almost to the end. I realized it this year
on the Nanga, when there was a tremendous cold, or in
the harsh experiences such as the Transalp. I know that
when the physical pain becomes too much, just then you
must change your way of thinking. The head is capable
of pushing the body beyond our expectations: where the

body wants to stop, the mind pushes it to go further.»
Tamara speaks determined and all this determination seems to betray her young age.
So we come to word number two: hard head and suffering... What after? «Then it can be passionate and sentimental» she continues, muffling a laugh. «In everything,
from A to Z. With the mountain as with boys. It's my
way of being. Furthermore I am a spiritual person, in
the sense that when I am amongst the mountains, in my
Dolomites as in the most remote places of the planet, I
feel a very strong spiritual connection with nature surrounding me. The energy that comes from the mountains
is something that comes over me and I feel the strength
within me. And finally, I believe in God. For me God is
something very important and I pray often. I pray when
I have needs, but not always. I speak to Him and strongly
believe that He exists and takes care of me. Usually He
makes sure that things go as I wish and when it happens
otherwise, even in that case, there is a reason. You know,

he holds me by the hand, from the morning when I get up
until the evening, when I lie down in bed.» This “thing”
of God is very interesting and I like the idea and ask for
a better explanation ... Tamara does not hesitate to give a
practical example, particularly current. «Even as I climbed Nanga I prayed during the whole ascent. I wanted to
get to the top and achieve my goal. The head was already set in motion to bring my body to the summit. Then
that wind picked up and prevented me from finishing my
climb. Now I believe that it was by the hand of God,
who did his best to have me back home safe and sound. I

Opening spread: Tamara Lunger on the Mer de Glace (Alberto Orlandi/C.T.).
Previous double page: the deep gaze of Tamara, in action during the Nanga Parbat
winter climb in 2016 (© arch. Tamara Lunger).
A sinistra: Tamara in Tyrolean dress, with the fantastic scenery of the Odle in the
background of her home mountain (© arch. Tamara Lunger).
Below: Tamara Lunger on the summit of K2 in 2014 (© arch. Tamara Lunger).
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T. Lunger, Nanga Parbat camera T. Lunger / Climbing Technology

am convinced that if I had made it to the top that day, I
would not be here to tell you about it!»
The seriousness and way Tamara sees the mountain is
something that surprises and fascinates at the same time.
But where is this young mountaineer from?
Born in Bolzano in 1986 and daughter of a well-known
Italian ski mountaineer, for Tamara mountains were coded in her DNA. It is perhaps for this reason that she
likes to define herself a bit like the legendary Heidi. She
has lived all her life in the mountains, and her parents
are even owners of a mountain hut in South Tyrol. Her
name jumped to the forefront in 2014 when she reached
the summit of K2. And was the second Italian woman in
the history of mountaineering to obtain such a success
and all the newspapers called her Heidi: the climber of
K2. Back and in no time she conquers all with her enthusiasm and desire to live. But this summit is not, in fact,
the first success.
Tamara has always been an athlete, and has had the life
of an athlete.
She works and trains hard to achieve desired results.
Among the many sports played during her childhood,
there is even track and field. But her heart is actually
12
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amongst the mountains. Therefore the disciplines connected to the mountains attracted her more, with an eye
for ski touring , as well as for mountaineering . As a member of the skiing national team she managed to win important titles, among them are that of Italian champion
in 2006 and 2008, vice-champion in 2007, and the Pierra
Menta in 2007 and 2008. She also won the title of world
champion of long distance in 2008.
«I was in junior high, and already dreamed of climbing
an eight-thousander. In my house one breathed mountaineering - says Tamara – and when I saw the pictures of
certain mountains and certain remote places I promised
myself that I, one day too, would climb those faces and
crossed certain boundaries walls, crossing certain boundaries. In 2009, the first mountaineering expedition Island
Peak (6189 meters) made me realize that mountaineering
was what I wanted to do in life, neither more nor less.»

Above: Tamara with Simone Moro in 2015 while attempting to the winter climb
of Manaslu. In that expedition, during the acclimatization they opened a new
route in alpine style on the north face of Island Peak (6182 m) and conquered the
unclimbed summit of Kang Lemo Central (6100 m). (© arch. Tamara Lunger).
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From that moment it's all a “climb” in the truest sense of
the word. In 2010 Tamara was by far the youngest woman to reach the summit of Lhotse and in the same year,
she tried Cho Oyu, but did not reach the summit. Several
other major expeditions followed. In 2011 we find her at
the summit of Khan Tengri (7010 m), the following year
the Muztgah Ata (7546 m), and then to the Broad Peak,
although, unable to reach the top. All of them were great
experiences that could make someone grow in mountaineering and as a person.
In 2013 she summited the Pik Lenin (7134 m). After that
she climbed K2 without oxygen in 2014, and in 2015
attempted the Winter Manaslu climb (8163 m) with Simone Moro. During the acclimatization phase, the pair
who are by now a tested team, opened up a new route
in alpine style on the north face of Island Peak (6182 m)
and make a first ascent of Kang Lemo Central (6100 m).
Tamara has also brought home, in the past, interesting
results in trail running.
Our telephone conversation continues and Tamara tells
me that for her the mountains are like a boy.
«I must fall in love with the face and with the peak. And
once this happens every effort is no longer a job, but pure
pleasure. I'm a dreamer, a sentimental person, and that is
just how it is!»
I know that Tamara is indeed a sporty person, and yes a
climber but first and foremost she is a woman. And that
is what is fascinating about her. The feelings, the heart,
the head of a woman, and inside the strength and the
tenacity is enough to leave grown men feeling like runny
nose little boys. Then a question naturally arises.
The one about her love life. Tamara in this moment is not
betrothed but one wonders how, in the future, she thinks
of reconciling love, family, and mountains.
At this question there is another sincere and genuine laugh.
«Now it would be impossible to do it» she answers. «For
now the priority is the mountains. Maybe one day I will
also be a mom, but if I feel the desire to go on an expedition, I will do it. It may sound bad but I am convinced
that in a person’s life, one should always do what makes
one happy. Because only then will I be a fulfilled woman
and able to give positive energy to those around me.»

Without even giving me the opportunity to ask any further questions, Tamara continues her interview and begins to talk about her family: her father, her mother and
her sisters . Her Dad, for her, is and was a myth. Besides
a mountain skier, as a young man her father was a semiprofessional climber.
«When Dad had to take part in mountain bike races, the
whole family went with him. We were cheering for him
and met with elite athletes. There is a funny story that I
like to remember: I was small and, and during a family
trip my attention was focused on one of those typical vans
full of stickers and sponsors. I was a little girl and clearly
thought like a child. I was fascinated and dreamt that one
day I would have a van like that, full of sponsors.»
The way that Tamara expresses things has a strong German accent that is unique.
Time is pressing and our call is about to end.
Before ending our conversation I ask Tamara what I
should have asked at the beginning. How is the «helicopter pilot school» going in San Diego? She answers with
enthusiasm.
«Well, just yesterday I passed a written examination, I am
still waiting for a flight exam and a final interview but I
am optimistic.»
How can that be? Tamara is: the girl, the alpinist, the dreamer who really can do anything with that radiant smile.
We wonder who or what can stop her? ■

Previous page: Tamara near the summit of Nanga Parbat, Winter 2016 (© arch.
Tamara Lunger).
Right: approaching the biggest mountain is always long and tiring. In this photo,
Tamara greets us while hitting the trail in deep snow! (© arch. Tamara Lunger).
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JANNU
THE MOUNTAIN OF THE SOUL
by FEDERICO MAGNI
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THE FRENCH CONQUEST
■ “With its 7710 meters and overlapping vertical walls,
this giant granite wall seemed to represent the most complex challenge that nature had launched to the courage
and spirit of the best climbers. Taking such an undertaking was not a step forward, but a true leap of its own.“
With these words the great French climber Lionel Terray described the feeling that the idea of climbing Jannu
aroused in him. The impressive peak in eastern Nepal
which is not far from Kangchenjunga and considered one
of the most difficult mountains in the world to climb due
to its complex structure.
In fact, the French climber, after the victory over Makalu
and successes on the expedition to Mustagh Tower and
the Chacraraju, began looking around to find an extreme
climb.
And so it was when the Committee for the Himalaya
adopted a completely new project: proposed by Jean
Franco. The assault on one of the most spectacular
mountains that was still unclimbed, the Jannu.
In the fall of 1957 an expedition led by Guido Magnone on a survey expedition to scout a possible route up
the Jannu. He returned with photographs of a huge wall
plagued by large seracs and walls. The continuity and
duration of the difficulties were not comparable to any
other climb.

Opening spread: the imposing north face of Jannu
burned by the setting sun (© G.Andrushko;
Shuttertock).
Right: one of the rare maps of the region signed
by Edmund J. Garwood in 1903. Circled in yellow
is the Jannu, between mountains of the massif
of Kangchenjunga.

Right page: two archive images representing the
Jannu in 1962. The route along the glaciers and
ridges of the southern wall (left) and the final
ridge (right).
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The team was put together only in 1959. It was headed by
Jean Franco. The path indicated by Magnone turned out
to be too exposed and they found another route that was
even more difficult, but possible. “It climbed up the on
the sides of a smaller peak. We had chosen the maximum
difficulty and our chances of success were minimal”.
After the success on Makalu in 1955, and the first ascent
of Lionel Terray and Jean Couzy, the French were convinced that they could “export such a strategy” to the
mountains that were considered invincible.
On April 12 of 1959, the French found themselves face
to face with the Jannu. “It's not a mountain, but rather a
barrage of walls, of tormented ridges, glaciers hanging
in a terribly steep way”, that was the first impression.
After installing the first camps they noticed immediately
of the threat that was present on the Great Wall when a
huge avalanche broke away from a small ledge at high
altitude (which was renamed “the Throne”) and wiped
out the entire south-west face avoiding, miraculously, the
mountaineers who were already engaged in ascent. The
missed risk and the observations of Terray convinced the
team to change the route - from the original- along the
south-west slope. “We were not the ones who chose the
new way, the Jannu set it.”
In the following weeks they managed to bring the camps
higher and higher, supplying them with long and exhausting teamwork. In early May they thought they had approached the final part. “It seemed possible with the help

of oxygen that would have doubled our forces like on the
Makalu.” Camp V was installed 6900 meters and Jannu seemed very close to being climbed. The steep slopes
that overlooked the field and then the abrupt transition to
compact Granite was the terrain of the personal exploit
of Jean Bouvier. Then they found verglass, more rocks,
overhangs, and finally the southern ridge at 7350 meters.
They were exhausted and by now it was late. It started to
snow and they abandoned some materials and the tent
before going down.
The first summit attempt had failed. The next day another team managed to climb to the South Ridge, “A sharp
blade suspended between two abysses.” They planted
Camp 6 in the vicinity of the two. The next day they
took all day to overcome 70 meters. “We found powder
snow, steep slopes, and iced slabs. We should have used
dozens and dozens of pitons and put down more fixed
ropes before falling back one by one. If we had insisted
we would not have come back.”

The adventure on this mountain ended at the moment.
The subsequent days were used to descend and recover
what was possible. The only evidence of the French visit up there was camp VI. More than two thousand one
hundred and fifty meters of fixed ropes and one hundred
and fifty ice screws and pitons were abandoned. “The
Jannu had not given up, but was chained.”
The French analyzed their mistakes for months.
Much of the blame was given to the equipment and
oxygen which proved too bulky. But it took three more
years before the French were able to organize a new
expedition. In 1962, they returned on their way with
an expedition led by Lionel Terray. It was April 14
when they began the battle for camp V. Above them
leaned the huge terminal wall, the last defense of the
Jannu. The conquest of the sixth camp happened on
April 25, reaching with great difficulties the same place
conquered during the last expedition on April 25. The
next few days they managed to overcome that point
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previously reached on a vertical wall, interrupted by
small ledges.
Using various pitons they failed to win the last peak and
reached 7400 meters below the final wall.
There they left four bottles of oxygen and a lot of
equipment. The following days the other teams took
turns.
April 27 was the decisive day of the attack. “Being On
the ridge must have been hell - writes Terray -. My Friends were struggling against gusts of winds up to thirty degrees below zero that prevented any advancement. Huge
clouds of whirling snow along the ridge enveloped our
comrades.” But they continued tenaciously.
“The stubbornness of my comrades worried me because falling prey to enthusiasm, while seeing the victory
at hand, there was the risk of leaving safety measures
behind, pushing towards the final attack. I ask myself if
it will end with frozen hands and feet. At 16:30 I saw
a silhouette thinly outlined on the peak. It is done. The
Jannu was defeated.”
Robert Paragot, Paul Kellar, René Desmaison, and Sherpa Gyalzen Mitchu had then managed to reach the highest point. They risked camping in the open, but managed around 22:00 to reach the tents of camp VI, where
their companions were waiting for them. Gyalzen had

frostbite. The weather, however, remained still incredibly
beautiful.
“The sky was sprinkled with stars. It seemed that luck was
smiling at us.”
The second team of Jean Ravier, Lionel Terray and
Sherpa Wongdi was prepared. “For four days we worked
as a team of eleven to conquer yard by yard a virgin wall,
rigging it with fixed ropes. By a strange contradiction we
French, who are known worldwide for our strong sense
of individualism, are making a significant example of the
effectiveness of teamwork.When we emerged over the
last rocks, we saw Bouvier and Leroux that stood on the
thin tip of the summit” writes Terray. “When we get to
about forty
meters from the top, the first rope begins to fall. And so
here we have an unexpected problem: a traffic jam at
the altitude of 7700 meters on the aerial ridge of Jannu. However we could get through by doing a series of
crazy contortions. While the climber who was going up
remained astride on the descended ridge, another climber grabbed him around the waist and hanged to do a
tricky pendulum ending up again on the other side. At
10:00 with a final blow of courage we got ourselves on
top. We stood there inebriated, savoring those moments
that were truly unique. I knew that the memory of those
sublime minutes would be like a treasure for the rest of
my existence and that in the midst of sadness, to the ugliness and mediocrity I could always find shelter in those
special memories. This peak will always give me a ray of
light and joy.”

THE JAPANESE ROUTE
Japan's 1976 expedition aimed to complete the difficult
north face of Jannu with a group formed by sixteen climbers led by Masatsugu Konishi. Once on the foot of the
mountain the Japanese climbers decided to follow the line
of a previous attempt of a New Zealand expedition that
had come more or less 400 meters from the top, in reality
bypassing the real north wall with the reported difficult
ascent. Indeed the entire route nearly had all the protections from the previous expedition that tried the ascent a
year before. The Japanese expedition being sometime on
foot on the Mountain, split into four teams alternating
between scouting, rigging the route, and transporting the
material in little by little. These tactics guaranteed a progression that was more or less constant during the whole
attempt. The base camp was established at 4500 meters
on March 15, 1976. Instead camp I was established above five thousand meters in the vicinity of the first ice fall.
The Japanese then succeeded in marking camp II at 5500
meters on a plateau of snow. From That point on the real
difficulties began on the route. It was March 25 when
they managed climb up they discovered that the ropes left
From the New Zealand expedition along the climb were
not usable or safe anymore. On April 10 they managed to
establish Camp III with the tents set up at 6200 meters.

From that point onwards they worked hard to overcome
that part of the glacier that was hanging over their heads
and went up a tough wall of ice before they could find a
place at nearly 6500 meters for camp IV. Camp V was
placed April 24 at the feet of the nicknamed "red tower"
on the shoulder of the east ridge, above seven thousand
meters. From there the route line followed a clear vertical chimney all the way to the site chosen for camp VI
established on May 9. They were now at about 7300
meters. Four hundred meters more kept them from the
top. After a day of waiting and preparation for the route,
on the 11th of May, Nobuyuki Ogawa, Naoe Sakashita,
and Shomi Suzuki climbed the remaining stretch to the
summit in six and a half hours from the last camp. On
May 12 it was the turn of leader Konoshi with Masaru
Samba, Kazuyoshi Konno and two Sherpas. Also this
group was able to reach the summit of Jannu, followed
the next day by Seiichi Kawamura, Kiyomi Kawakami
and Toshio Akiyama. On May 14 the weather continued
to remain incredibly stable and even other members of
the expedition, Ryoichi Kukada, Kazushi Katahira, Toshiro Jofu, Dr. Toshitaka Sakano and one of the sherpas
did the final stretch. On May 15 the bad weather came
forcing everyone to get off the peak quickly.
Below: the Japanese 1976 route to Jannu (© arch.Babanov).

Lionel Terray and Robert Paragot, two of the five conquerors of the Jannu.
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ALONE ON THE JANNU
It is 1989 when Tomo Česen, amongst the strongest Slovenian climbers of the 80’s and not even yet thirty years
old yet, looked at the Jannu north wall. 2800 meters of
vertical walls encrusted with ice that were permanently
darkened with incredibly steep snow slopes, a myriad of
vertical channels that were impacted by landslides: a sum
of mountaineering problems that were amongst the most
difficult ,and one of the highest mountains of the world.
On top of it: he was alone. "The north wall, one of the
toughest challenges in the world, was in respect to my previous ascents what I had not realized until then, a challenge to which I could not escape. There were many who
believed I could not climb that wall in my style of climbing.
I did not agree from the beginning and probably was one
of the few who believed in my potential... Today, of course,
I do not regret at all that I persisted in my idea of facing
the wall alone and in “alpine-style.”
One of the first problems once you arrived at the base
camp was that of acclimatization. It is necessary to address
the wall in good physical condition when climbing alone.
Especially when you find yourself on such an overwhelming wall. “On the pictures I had seen at home, I had located a gully from the center of the upper part that would

allow me to reach the summit directly, but now the reality showed that I had to change my plan. Luckily I had
known, and accepted, the fact that it was virtually impossible to study the previous routes climbed on a wall that is
so complex and difficult.” With this background and carefully observing the intervals between one fall of seracs and
another, as well as the weather, on April 27, 1989, Cesen
attacked the wall after putting on equipment and grabbing
an ice pick. With him he had a helmet and a rope. In the
bag he was carrying spare clothing, gloves, goggles, food,
water bottle, a light sleeping bag, and a bivouac tent.
“I already knew before I left home, thinking of my climbing
style, that it was absolutely impossible to bring everything
you need to meet each situation. With a heavy backpack a
person climbs more slowly, consequently the person spends
more time on the wall, which also means that you have to
bring even more food and drinks. The backpack becomes
increasingly heavy, and then, from an initial mistake, the
problems begin.”
The first part Cesen climbs over huge seracs encountering
an ice quality not always good. It is like a very large maze,
in which a man appears insignificant, while an occasional
block of ice falls with a thud from the top of the mountain.
He ascends even at night, which in those conditions represent security. The new day catches up with him at the top
of the glacier at mid-wall. From that point on he would
have to contend with a series of slopes that were incredibly
steep and attached to smooth faces of granite. Ice, rock,
then again ice and smooth faces. An inclined granite sheet stops the progression towards the last snowfield and his
plastic boots are less suitable for that type of climb.
“I started trying to grip with my ice ax on some thin
patches of ice that clung to the rock to lighten the load on
the tips of my crampons. All with an incredible slowness.
I can barely describe the relief I felt when I came, almost
crawling, to the top of the face and anchored the ice axes
into the ice slope above. Definitely it was not a length for
the faint hearted though, as I was passing, I was not fully aware of its precariousness. Above, he still needed to
overcome that entire section of wall over seven thousand
meters. The only way out was a vertical series of encrusted
gullys covered with thin layers of ice. All of this pushed me
to continue and perhaps inside I knew that day I would

Left: Tomo Cesen.
Right: the northern side of the Jannu, with routes that run through it: on the left (in
red) the 1976 Japanese route; in the center (in yellow) the 1989 Cesen route; right
(yellow) the direct 2004 Russian route. Finally, (in red) on the far right the 2007 West
Pillar route. (© G.Andrushko; Shuttertock).
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conquer that peak. Any easier intermediate section was
not visible: which meant that I could only guess intuitively
what was the easiest line of ascent. I resorted to the use of
pitons four times, when the passages looked too tiring for
dangerous stunts.”
Cesen followed a series of cracks in some places that fortunately were wide enough for him to fit one foot for a short
rest while taking oxygen over seven thousand meters. At
one point he had to use a pendulum when a gully ended
on a smooth face. Just looking around he noticed a narrow
crack that he managed to climb after reaching the top of
a candle of ice, which he tried not to damage. Reaching
the the crack he planted a piton with suspended breath
and from there with the pendulum, far away on the left, he
managed to continue on the gully.
“You will never know exactly what you will find at the top
of the peak, but people continue without knowing really
why. It is empty and exhausting, and the sense of loneliness
makes everything seem even more unbearable. The extra
boost and desire to succeed is completely gone that was
so strong at the start. You can at least have at the most a
euphoric moment that warms you, but without much joy.
It is totally exhausting, too exhausting to try to have any
feeling.”
So this is how Cesen described the summit of his Jannu
ascent after opening the “Yugoslav route” in 23 hours. He
had to go down with the usual bad weather coming. He
approached quickly the “Japanese route” to descend as
much as possible before darkness came. He reached the
shoulder and then rappelled down in the middle of the
wall, but then a blizzard was unleashed. He was forced to
camp out in a serac zone within “a giant freezer” eight
hundred meters away from an area of "refuge." At night,
when the first stars peeked out and the moon began to light
up the mountain, he decided to descend. He still had two
ice screws, but some rappels were anchored in ice sculpted
with an ice pick. He continued down into the darkness.
Once he reached the lower ice fall he resorted to rappelling
again. With the first light of dawn his body was completely
exhausted and 41 hours after starting the climb, he back to
the base of the mountain.
“For many my Jannu climb marked the beginning of a new
era in Himalayan mountaineering. What mattered to me
more, however, was the fact that I was able to complete
the climb in my style, something with which I had the utmost confidence. The Jannu represented only a fragment
of what I believe in.”
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Like the solo climb on the south wall of the Lhotse, the
Jannu climb of Tomo Cesen brought a lot of controversy,
so much that it would be questioned by the mountaineering community.

DIRECT ROUTE TO THE NORTH WALL
It was considered like a mountaineering problem between the nineties and the new millennium, the direct route
of the North face of the Jannu, as it was demonstrated by
the attempt of a group of superstars formed by Erhard
Loretan, Fredric Roux, Ueli Steck and Stefan Siegrist.
They were forced to give up after getting hitting the 7100
meters mark due to heavy snowfalls that had plagued the
region of the Kangchenjunga in 2003. Loretan and Steck
had already tried the year before.
Then the Russians tried in the fall of 2003. Big walls-The
Russian Routes is the name that is usually given to a series
of expeditions that, since 1996, had tried to climb a dozen of new extreme routes on some of the most famous
big walls in the world. One of these objectives was the
"direct" that still lacked on the north face of Jannu. The
expedition was led by Alexander Odinstov. Its goal was
to reach the hardest wall of the Nepalese peak of 7710
meters and was also renamed wall of shadows.
Included in there group were Alexey Bolotov, Mikhial
Davy and Mikhail Pershin, Alexander Ruchkin, Ivan
Samoilenko and Nickolay Totmjanin. Finally with them
was also Mikkail Mikhailov from Bishkek in Kyrgyzstan.
After a period of mountain climbing on the Tien Shan,
providing the necessary training to face the high altitude
difficulties on the Jannu, the team reached Nepal in August of 2004. After the long trek to reach the Kangchenjunga region they set up the base camp on the September
8th. One of the most dangerous sections to tackle was at

the base of the immense north face and along the route,
trying to reach the ice plateau at 5600 meters directly
under the wall. It was at that point in fact that Mikhailov
was struck by a block of ice while at about 5300 meters,
breaking several ribs that also provoked the piercing of a
lung. He was rescued and evacuated in haste and taken to
a hospital in Kathmandu.
Meanwhile, the team continued to work and camp II was
installed approximately at six thousand meters, but the
technical difficulties and dangers at the Jannu put a strain
on the expedition.
Odinstov himself broke his hand and was forced to resort
to medical care in the village of Ghunsa. In the meantime
also Samoilenko, a cameraman specialized in shooting at
high altitude, was forced to return to Kathmandu.
On October 4, despite the weather conditions never being
lenient, the remaining five climbers of the expedition continued to ascend up to seven thousand meters where they
managed to dig a small hole in the ice to find shelter.
The next days they installed ropes on the vertical wall,
gaining another two hundred meters higher than any
other effort on the north wall of the Jannu. Finally it seemed to be going right when the weather changed suddenly. It started to snow heavily and Russian climbers
were forced to descend and return to base camp.
After three days of constant snowfall, winter descended

Above: a rappelling during the Russian expedition of 2004, which brought the team
of climbers on the summit.
Next page: Alexander Ruchkin, a climber that Stile Alpino has followed for years
for his great climbs. He was killed in 2015 while climbing the Huandoy South, in
Peru. Internationally renowned, Ruchkin had won the Piolet d'Or in 2005 (just for
climbing the Jannu) and twice the Russian Piolet d'Or in 2009 and 2013 for two
other outstanding achievements. Next page, right: Valery Babanov on the top of the
Jannu, 2007.
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on the mountain and the risk of avalanches became too
great to continue, and the expedition was forced to give
up their objective.
The following spring the Russian team still led by Alexander Odinstov was again at the foot of the wall. This time
the team was formed by Alexander Ruchkin, Nikolay
Totmyanin, Sergey Borisov, Gennady Kirievsky, Alexey
Bolotov, Mikhail Pershin, Dmitry Pavlenko, Mikhail
Mikhailov, Ivan Samoylenko and Mikhail Bakin. They
reached the base camp on April 5 and the wall appeared
cleaner than the previous season.
On April 7, the first group included Bolotov, Borisov and
Kirievsky and was already on the way. In the first two
days the camp was established at 5600 meters but the
weather continued to remain as unstable as in the fall.
Only on April 21, they managed to reach seven thousand meters. Meanwhile the weather had broken down
again with snowfall and strong wind. They were unable
to continue because of the danger of avalanches. Only
after two days of continuous snowfall, the expedition
escaped towards the low fields. The climbers were exhausted beyond all limits and were replaced by another team.
Mikhail Mikhailov, Alexander Ruchkin and Dmitry
Pavlenko returned to the wall. The cold remained intense
throughout the period.
Only on May 14 did they manage to reach 7,500 meters.
They were able to fix almost three thousand meters of
ropes struggling with the mountain elements.
After passing the highest point reached during the last
attempt the highest bivouacs were possible only with the
use of a portaledge beyond the 7400 meters.
There were days when the team worked very hard to
overcome the wall because passed the 7000 meters the
granite wall was steeper and sometimes they could only
make a progress of thirty meters at a time. No other wall
had ever demanded that effort on the group before that
moment. “It was like a war, and there were also wounded.
Of the 10 climbers of the expedition only three did not
get hurt, 7 had several problems” reported Odinstov.
Bruises to the head, broken bones, blindness... the dangers were everywhere. On May 22, Mikhailov gave signs
of edema and was sent down. Meanwhile Ruchkin and
Pavlenko reached 7600 meters. The rock was unstable,
and it was difficult to protect themselves.
On May 26 Ruchkin and Pavlenko made the decisive
leap to the top, overcoming two complicated pitches. At
last they reached the final ridge. They were sited by the
base camp telescope at 1 p.m. before the clouds wrapped the mountain. They arrived on top at 3 p.m. finally
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completing the first ascent of Jannu north wall. May 28
also Totmyanin, Kirievsky, and Borisov reached the top
and on the same day managed to get down to the camp
placed at 7000 meters.
“In the thirty years of history 25 worldwide teams tried to
climb the direct route to the north pillar of the Jannu: and
they did not make it. You can be assured that they were
among the best in the world. If we had been an army of five
people our army would have been too small and we would
have lost before even reaching the last part of the climb:
the hardest. If we had tried to climb this wall in alpine
style we would have had to live for a month at 6500 meters.
In our situation, in our society of the world of mountain
climbers, everyone can understand that it was impossible.
There were two possibilities: either you have members of
an extremely strong team, stronger than an average climber, or you had to move faster. Unfortunatly this type of
human being does not exist with all this knowledge and
skill. You cannot find a human being who can live at seven
thousand meters for so long, on a wall that has the difficulties of the Jannu. It is not humanly possible”, Odinstov
told Planetmountain after winning the 2004 Piolet d'Or for
the ascent of the north face of the Jannu.

WEST PILLAR
NORTH FACE
NORTH-WEST
PILLAR

The imposing mass of the Jannu (© arch.Babanov). The approach along the glacier
are always troubled (dashed black), with the exception of the expedition in 2007,
where Babnov found an access that was much safer and protected them from
collapsing seracs (dashed yellow).

THE UNCLIMBED WEST PILLAR
For a while even the untouched West Pillar of the Jannu
was gaining the attention of some visionary mountaineers. On October 21 2007 Valery Babanov and Sergey
Kofanov were about to realize the goal in alpine style. A
big climb without using any fixed ropes and no camp for
a route of three thousand meters with difficulties of VI/
W14+/80° ice/M5. It was a mega route of ice, rock and
mixed terrain: one of the most important achievements
of that year and for such a challenge they prepared for
at least seven years. For the 43-year old Babanov was the
culmination of a dream.
Initially the objective was the north wall, but after that
side had been won by a team of compatriots, Babanov
concentrated on the west side looking for a new road that
ascended to the summit. The challenge took the appearance of a large pillar that offered a logical route to the
summit, a beautiful passage with much left unknown. In
short, a perfect challenge!
After climbing a nearby summit of 6300 meters the acclimatization was not optimal when the two decided to
attack the wall. Even the weather was not so great, but

they decided not to wait any longer because another opportunity of good weather in a strange season would not
be likely to come again.
The other unknown factor had to do with the gear needed to be carried on such a long route especially in case
of a retreat along the same way in case of bad weather.
The alternative considered was to start lighter and
perhaps descend along another side of the mountain in
a valley unknown to them. With them they decided to
bring only two ropes of 5 and 8 mm, seven ice screws,
twelve pitons, a set of nuts, four snow stakes, some cams,
as well as a light tent from one kilogram and a light sleeping bag of 800 grams. They also had five containers of
gas and food cartridges for eight days. In total all in the
backpacks weighed twenty kilograms each. Babanov defined the route during an interview with Planetmountain,
“It was like a combining the north face of Les Droites
and the north wall of Croz Spur on the Grandes Jorasses,
but taken at a higher altitude. It was a great challenge and
very difficult psychologically.”

Leaving from the base camp which was located at a
height of 4700, the two on the first day crossed the glacier and climbed on the forepart of the Jannu up to 5500
meters. In the next two days they went up the north face,
reaching the base of the west pillar at 6350 meters. The
difficulties that they encountered kept them busy for another three days after which they touched an altitude of
7200 meters up to the point where the pillar joins the
south-west ridge of the Jannu. From then they continued
along the ridge to the summit tower that is a characteristic feature of the mountain. The most dramatic moment
was the sleepless night before reaching the summit, in a
bivouac at 7600 meters without a sleeping bag. Keeping
them from success there were still very steep and difficult
pitches, especially after such a freezing night that deprived them of any energy or motivation. But on October
21 they reached the summit. ■
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Babanov in action on the west pillar of Jannu (© arch.V.Babanov/ Grivel).
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GREENLAND
IN THE WHITE DESERT

Text and photo by MASSIMO MAGGIARI

The mission of the writer is to travel inside and outside
of himself. In order to rediscover in every age and continent those eternal truths that need to be reborn with new
words from the depths of the soul. There are so many
topics, so many books, so many languages but in the heart
of the poet-traveler out of many he creates one. A unique
book that needs little and at the same time a lot. Of wilderness and silence.

■ The world is vast. Greenland, from south to north, is
immense. On the map we often encounter the expression, “unexplored.” For those looking for the trophy of a
first Ascent, this is the place. To the south of Nuuk there
are granite walls that can reach up to 1500 m (KetilFjeld,
TasermiutFjord). On flight to Qanaaq, passing through
Upernavik, the landscape could not get any better (The
Devil's Tooth). The rock ramparts break the sky with sudden surges of smooth and dark walls: to reach those walls
people often need to rent a boat, but also that is adventure: journeying, meeting with the Daimon of the sea and
the land.
Once arrived at the Village of Qanaaq, the Ice cap becomes noticeably close, and the glaciers that can reach
into the sea appear around every corner, the ice age cap
is very close and the glaciers that can reach into the sea
are around every corner. The waters have disappeared,
they are replaced with ice until the end of May. Set in
the thick whiteness there are a multitude of icebergs floating on the vast plateau. They seem to be monuments
in perpetual pilgrimage. But this ice is different: flexible
and alive. The ice is forged in a process of perpetual metamorphosis.
The icebergs are better not to be approached, maintaining one hundred meters is sufficiently prudent. Whole
sides can suddenly explode, capsize, and disappear. Isolated in groups, they easily create casings and mazes. Beautiful to photograph they prevent however, a complete
picture; which is good for Nanuk,
the polar bear, because without warning it can emerge from a dimly lit cave. Nanuk manages to challenge
everything, even the icebergs, crossing them stealthily.
On the contrary, for us warnings are endless. Venturing
out on a frozen lake we can damage the surface easily
and create a visible danger, but on the sea ice our pacing
adapts to the ice with its force and weight. Therefore the
danger can be sudden when the deadly traps become a
well-known reality. It is said that the ice speaks by creaking, and it is not a coincidence because the great north

is a place where you have to learn to listen. In such a
context nature speaks to all.
The dog sled trips have me busy for a good 300 km.
We reached the glacier to Kangerlua, Ilulissat, and the
village of Siorapaluk in the Thule area.
Just mentioning the name Thule makes me shudder. I
think of my Inghuit guides, Rasmussen and Freuchen,
their stories , so crazy and extreme.
The people I meet there have great patience and are
open to meeting with me.
This also helps, gives strength, and instills courage.
To this date, the sea ice is eroded by and it forces people
to make long detours in search of the right passage. The
crevasses are everywhere with every width and depth.
The dogs know where to go, and they too serve as guides.
A Greenland native explains that the dog’s low height
makes the white desert closer visually, while the wind carries information to their noses.
However, dogs are lighter than sled and driver and their
first steps are not always completely reliable.
Even the driver must observe, listen, and smell. It is not
surprising that in arctic shamanism exists inward techniques that connect with the animal inside of us, in order
to find the less treacherous road and a safe destination.
Following in the footsteps of other inghuit caravans, we
walk the outlines of two fjords along a narrow track of
snow and ice, resting on a big beach which is located
between a shy profile of the mountains and the now open
sea. Reaching the inner part of the fjord, we jump over
crevasses to reach flat ice. The weather in the ten hours
of riding changes continually; the last stretch of track is
an exhilarating race with whipping winds and snowflakes
over the screams of commands. At the village, of the forty inhabitants thirty await us with curiosity and trepidation. As soon as we bypassed bypassing the crevasse that
surrounds the coast, children climb on the dog sled having a blast with welcoming smiles and lots of questions.
In front of the huts, the dogs are tied to a rope passed
between two carved holes in the ice using an axe. With
great surprise, under the backpacks emerge five huge
halibut (naturally frozen) that we bring inside the igloo
home. At dinner I eat a bit of that fish in a soup that lifts
my spirits. But those hunters go further: they offer me pieces of a raw and bleeding walrus that I do not hesitate to
taste, calling to mind the word sushi. Encouraged by my
gesture they also serve aaveq (Walrus) fat, that somehow
I gulp down. Rested and satisfied in a silence embedded
with simple looks and pleasantries, we calm down from
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the labors of the trek. All sleeping together in the narrow
space we are like the pack of dogs parked outside. There
is a small reality hanging by a thread of the cosmos. In
my mind opens an inner door where wrapped of admiration I contemplate for long hours the infinite night of the
great bear. In the weeks to follow I find that walrus meat
is not ordinary food, but rather dangerous artic peyote.
In any case the world does not end in Siorapaluk. There
is more, the ancient village of Etah, where Rasmussen
used to pass with his expedition directed to North-East
Greenland. Since the fifties no one lives there anymore.
Only a few shelters are there that the hunters use during
the winter and spring season. I ask Ikua Oshima how
long it takes to get there and his response is "two days."
Gee, two days means twenty hours of sled -if not morein the cold -40 in February. I ask how they find their way
in the arctic night and the elder hunter tells me that it is
never completely dark because there is light, albeit subdued. The aurora, the moon, and the stars reverberate
with great zeal on the ice. Alarmed I demanded the use
of the satellite. But the Japanese sage nods no, you do not
need it. They follow the nature scape to
find the way home: the profiles of the ridges, the greatness of large valleys, sporadic inuksuk (landmarks), the
snowdrift that always points in a certain direction from
east to west or vice versa. Sunlight leads you to look up,
but the moon promotes horizontal viewing, concentrating on signals and voices that speak to those who can
read. With Lunar vision there is more completeness, but
less perfection of detail, and it is the completeness that
drives the hunter on the slopes of the arctic night.
Our return to Qanaaq goes as smooth as oil. We only
take a short stop at the camp of the hunters on the sea
ice to look one last time in the direction of Etah, still enjoying the Great North of Rasmussen.
The village lies ahead where Toku, the daughter of Oshima, and Kim: her Danish husband live (For excellent
accommodation: http://nasiffik.gl/iherit/). They are
friendly and helped me with all my needs. I chat with her
in her shop having a serious conversation about life in
Qanaaq and whale hunting from a qayaq. Toku knows

Opening: Sermermiut, Ilulissat.
To the left (above): resting on the ice. Niels and dogs.
To the left (below): Yanni on the way returning to the base.
Right: Massimo Maggiari during his Greenlandic exploration.
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very well about ice, of which she made wonderful prints
in a recent publication entitled The Meaning of Ice: People
and Sea Ice in Three Arctic Communities. A question arises and
I ask what is important to know in order to confront the
great Arctic challenges. She answers with a little phrase
that immediately tickles me: “It is important to believe!
To believe in something that gives support in the worst
moments!” Surpised I looked for further explanation,
and she says: “There are those who believe in God, and
there are those who believe in nothing. I believe in Sila!”
(Inuit deity associated with weather, climate and flow
consciousness). Yes, Silas! Sila is weather, but also the spirit of time, of our living time with intensity and feeling.
Sometimes it's sunny. Other times a storm is thrown. But
it always passes. It is in the hope of change that you have
to live. Because sooner or later, reaching the new day, the
bad weather will vanish.” ■

Massimo Maggiari, native of Genoa (Italy), now lives in Charleston, South Carolina, where he teaches
Italian language and cultural studies at the local
College. Author of several publications including
From the Lands of the North, Crystal Fortress and North
West Passage all publications on the soul and the extreme Arctic lands.
E-mail: maggiarim@cofc.edu
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25 YEARS AGO

ADAMELLO
WHEN OPENING A ROUTE
WAS THE GOAL
Text and photo by PAOLO AMADIO

STORIES ABOUT OPENING ROUTES IN THE LAST EL DORADO OF THE ALPS.
HIGH WALLS UP TO 800 METERS STILL TO DISCOVER.

■ Over the past 25 years I have had the good fortune
to meet with unique personalities that have marked my
mountain experience and my life at large. I want to mention Paul from Novara, a friend of twenty years, with
whom I faced such a great risk that when I come to think
of it I still get scared, just metaphorically speaking now!
We were inexperienced to the core, but we had enthusiasm to spare. On top of all of this I want to mention
all those years of setting our alarm clocks at 2:00 am to
ascend, in all weather conditions, our moutains.
Paul looked as if he was hungry while searching for the
walls, roads, valleys, channels to ski down, or icy streams
to come back with piolet traction. At the time ice climbing was at an embryonic stage: the ice picks had almost
all straight handles which pounded the knuckles of our
hands creating great discomfort; and the dry tooling of
which Paul was very fond, was at hand.
Then came ‘the years of my middle life journey’ where
I was fortunate, through my girlfriend, to meet a person
from Verona almost two meters tall that was a strong
climber and an even better skier. With him I went up the
most difficult routes of my life and did a lot of grade VII
in the Dolomites. Not to mention the winters spent in the
garden of ski mountaineering just outside of our house,
in the high Adige that, with its marvelous mountains of
3000-3500 meters, offers descents that fill you with great
emotions. When Mark decided to change location, I had
the fortune to meet someone who had opened many routes in the Orobie mountains. He certainly was not the
strongest climber but a classy one who was very modest.
He was a man of many actions and few words, whom I
always liked. I liked his way of planning new challenges.
And in the meantime there were also other friends, because we do not only live of mountains!
Sandro, who by profession was a mechanic, was a man
with such great strength (“one who could unscrew the
head of an engine with his fingers”); Claudio, an alpinist
by definition (“Very high, very pure, very hard”); Danilo,
Beppe, Franco, Cynthia, Maria, Adriana, Giovanna and
all other with whom I shared special moments. And finally, in the last few years, I had the luck to reconnect with a
someone special known a long time ago in 1997, when I

Left: the beautiful eighth pitch of the route “The Remulo Stories” at 2 ° Miller Tower,
August 2007.
Next page: Paul Amadio leading on pitch 7 of the “Atlantica” route, in August 2010.
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was drafted in the army. A time where you had to obey a
really angry corporal that was 18 years old and who enjoyed yelling at people who were ten years older than him.
And so, thanks to the internet, I found Alberto: a born
and bred Milanese, excellent musician, manager, and an
outstanding intelligent person. All these qualities were
inextricably entwined with a boundless love for the high
lands, which he did not hesitate to pass on to his children.
With him were a succession of superlative ascents and
intense adventure, experiencing life till the last spark of
energy, and sometimes throwing our hearts beyond the
obstacle. They were experiences that brought in an intense beauty that was like a golden dust. Memories to
tell our grandchildren in forty years before the crackling
flame of a fireplace. At the end of all this that is what
counts. To live, trying to remember as long as possible;
transmitting a legacy of emotion that somebody else in
the future might pick up.

OPENING A NEW ROUTE
Opening a new route is tracing a new way upwards, towards a cloudless sky, towards a blue so intense that it
does not look real; or even towards a grey sky, maybe
troubled with snow and hail. Opening a new route makes you feel alive through a new emotion. Something that
inevitably no one before you has experienced in that way,
with intensity built through your experiences. Opening
a route is feeling free deep in your soul and at the same
time a prisoner of your own fears, while conscious of
your own limitations; yearning again to reach a grasp of
life that is more definite. Opening a new route is to cast
off your fears beyond yourself, and look at the amazing
world around you.

2003: THE SUMMER OF ENLIGHTENMENT
In the early 2000s I closed a period in my life where I
lived passionately in the Dolomites for fifteen years. I had
the immense fortune to experience, in many cases because of my father, the golden walls of the Dolomites, those
sublime cathedrals of rock of which spoke John Ruskin
since the nineteenth century in his verse: “They are the
great cathedrals of the earth, with their portals of rock,
their mosaics of clouds, their choirs of the streams, their
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snow altars, and sometimes sparkling with purple stars.”
Ten-plus years of memories, exceptional for their beauty,
overwhelmed with the passion and care with which they
were fed, playing one’s heart strings for involvement and
determination.
In 2002, due to one of the usual bitter disappointments
in love, I withdrew for a whole spring in a forgotten climbing corner of the Caionvico cliff called “The Demons,”
where I equipped about thirty single pitches. The result
was modest for the brevity of the routes, but in return I
gained experience in installing all kinds of artificial bolts.
In addition I gained two strong arms because I installed
the first 15 routes with pitons by hand! Even strange blue
spots on the palms of my hands started to appear. “The
stigmata of nail machines,” I thought. Thus, before becoming 'St. Paul of the Rock’ I thought well lending a
fantastic drill Hilti by my friend Sergio because it quickened my work. At the end of this experience I inevitably
started thinking of opening something in the mountains
with artificial means. Those were the years in which a
well-known and strong local climber saw one of his own
routes on a famous dolomitic wall dismantle. With such
a beating came excuses such as, «You came too close to
such a route» or «You crossed another route...» In fact he
had simply trespassed an area that other people considered their own. I needed an area where new openings were
not cared about by anyone, the will to stoke controversy
was far away from me: I decided for the wild, vast, and
nearby Adamello mountain. The first love is never forgotten; and generally you return to it. And I went back there
after 15 years. In Salarno Valley during those staggering
years there was a strong climber who could lead a 6c
with his hand tied behind his back by the name of Matthew Rivadossi (nicknamed 'Pota'), and who traced new
routes that no one had the courage to repeat. Neither did
it occurr to me to go over there.
In Adamè Valley, Alberto Damioli, nicknamed 'Bibo',
gave life to another piece to the Adamello history. I had
repeated with Marco different routes and I liked his style.
But he favored short and intense routes, while I dreamed
of longer and easier routes…
So, because I did not want to disturb anybody I even
excluded the Adamè Valley. There remained the Miller
Valley where I knew years ago Bibo had done something.
The first time I visited it was the scouting eye, I was
struck. In those areas, except for the fleeting incursions
of Damioli, nobody had opened a route for at least thirty
years.

My firm resolve was to open a doable and fun routes on
great rock; environmentally beautiful, seeing that the surrounding grandeur of the Adamello massif were included in the package.
I dreamed of similar areas like the Bergseeschijen; a convenient and comfortable retreat with the mountains all
around and full of choices. The Val Miller offered a nice
shelter, and I become a very good friend of the caretaker.
There were excellent walls of rock especially on the Coster, and all around a breathtaking views. The wonderful host family of the mountain hut always greeted me
warmly.
Although they were not people involved in climbing, they
immediately realized the spirit of my initiative and supported me morally and economically.
In those feverish summers, always too short, I repeatedly
went up the hospitable Remulo Valley, in the company
of several friends with whom I repeated the few existing
modern itineraries and several classic routes. Then it was
time to open new ones. I didn’t want to concentrate on
issues like “no fix”, “yes for spit”, and “pitons maybe”.
Instead I cared more about whoever had been there first.
On all the walls where we opened the routes, we always
tried to repeat anything possible and acquire any possible
information, even on attempts or forgotten routes; to open

something ours afterwards. So it was that in the valley far
below was the Adamello Pass where many routes were
created on the surrounding walls.
Then, eager to open something more important on something that looked like a peak, on a rainy day at the end
of August, along the endless fields of gravel of the Coster,
'we discovered' the Miller Towers. We learned by ourselves what it means to open a route with a 3200 meter peak
in a bizarre summer, which was not just a summer but
actually a long, cold autumn. We learned what it means
to climb frosted fixed ropes without jumar handles, to descend from a wall under a storm that was down pouring,
or to equip a bivouac on the wall with improvised material and cuddle in sleeping bags drenched with water. We
did explore together with more experienced people, but
in the various vicissitudes - sometimes dramatic - we went
up a little at a time and we built a solid background and
a core of experiences which was our driving force for all
the years to come.

A JOYFUL BALLAD
Southern Adamè Horn
September 5, 2009
First ascent of Ballata dei graniti dimenticati
Frosty day. That time was just me and Angelo, with
Adriana who had accompanied us up to Liss. From there
we set off like rockets towards the base of the presummit
of the Adamè Horn, a mountain that we rename “Southern horn of the Adamè” to distinguish it, because of its
structure, from the highest horn of the “Adamè Horn”
right across from it. We went back, that time, without the
valid and hilarious company of Mario and right away we
knew it would be a busy day. It was cold and the rock was
the same despite the strong sun. It seemed to have lost
even the memory of summer heat.
I am at the eighth pitch. My hands feel crushed and a
strong shortness of breath, but I just passed a superb
pitch and in seventh heaven, so intensely immersed in a
beautiful light that seems completely unreal.
Since this morning the incessant wind has cancelled any
cloud from the sky. Everything is bright, vivid, and a myriad of feldspar and quartz shines on the rock. But it really was too cold and Angelo stood a long time at the
rest stop and shouted to the sky with obscenities venting
his anger. He then reached me. We cover another pitch:
an exposed traverse reaching the base of an overhanging
chimney full of rocky blades. Climbing straight really looks too difficult.
Everything is in the shadow; from above comes a cold
and noisy wind that makes me feel like I am under a vortex. I traverse more into a difficult passage that puts me at
my limit because of the cold temperature close to 0. But
finally I find a decent place to stop. From here it seems
possible to go around the big chimney to the right. The
pitch is short, but to continue would make it a convoluted
path, then we decide to stop! We are together again. The
wind seems to have calmed down a bit.

still sideways, there is another vertical chimney, another
crack, another smooth wall, and then conveniently a
small ledge.
«How many meters?» I scream in the wind. No response
of course.
«Evil wind!»
I think we are very close to the end; above me there is
only a leaning chimney, and then just blue sky.
But the rope starts pulling and if I remain in the middle
of the pitch I will be taken down. I call Angelo again and
when he is near me I tell him: «Go! Tap the summit for
me. It is pretty darn late.»
Angelo climbs fast a few meters above me, «I'm on top!»
He makes the gesture of victory while I photograph him.
«What do you see?»
«From here starts a ridge which is linked to the Horn!»
«Ah ok; come down, we're leaving.»
In an hour and forty-five minutes we literally rappelled
ten times to reach the bottom of the wall. All of them had
a pendulum, but it was worth the pain. We reached the
base of the wall at the stroke of 20:00. At the bottom of
this endless valley, the last light of the day went out in a
beautiful sunset, crowning an unforgettable day.
«Are you sure you see the light of the mountain hut?!»
The question is imperative since we are several kilometers
away. We fear that the hut Baita Adamè might be closed,
and it would take us another hour to get to the Lissone
hut in a time that we would make us skip dinner for sure.
We walk fast to the bottom of the valley, and at the end
we spot the dim light of the mountain hut.
Facing the entrance, inside a warm and comfortable environment is waiting for us. I enter and hug Adriana as she
comes towards me.
«How did it go? Did you have fun?»
«Like never before!»
«Did you have dinner?»
«No, I waited for you.»
«Bad idea, I do not know if we left you anything!»

«It will be the last one?»
«We hope!»
I go and overcome the overhanging part of the chimney leaving on the right a dangerous protruding rock;

Left: Angelo Davorio on the slabs of the Corno Meridionale dell'Adamé during
the opening of the “Ballata dei graniti dimenticati”.
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UNDER A STARRY SKY
The Adamè valley is perhaps the most characteristic of
the massif. Its airiness and grandeur seem to convey to
those who walk the valley a feeling of infinity and immensity that is the center feature of the Rhaetian giant. As we
proceed along the 10 kilometers of its development, this
feeling becomes more and more pronounced until we arrive in front of the great triad of the southern horn of
the Adamè-Horn of the Adamè - smaller peak of Monte
Fumo.
It is at the head of this valley in the summer of 2010 with
friends Gianni Tomasoni and Waler Visinoni we decided
to undertake a new route on the most prominent structure of the area: the large and complex south wall of the
Adamè Horn.
This wall, crossed by a cluster of horizontal overhangs,
immediately captures your attention. It is 600 meters
high and thanks to a curious series of spiers and towers
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of light color it looks like a huge gothic cathedral. Seeing
it, one remains quite shocked to find out that this wall was
only climbed by a route opened more than 50 years ago.
Our intent was to make a new route trying to climb up
the wall as directly as possible where the classic itinerary
crossed a type of edge that delimits the route to the right.
In four days of ascent, a new climbing route was born
named “Atlantica”. It included long approaches and a
planned bivouac on the wall and a unique experience under the starry sky.

Below: the triad of the Adamè Horns: walls high up to 600 meters of beautiful
granite, slabs and cracks.
Right: august 2010. Paul Amadio leading on the excellent rock of “Atlantica”.

MARSER:
EXPLORATORY ROCK CLIMBING

with alpine cheese and herb dumplings, all accompanied
by an excellent German beer. ■

Cima del Coppo, northwest summit
September 20, 2015
First ascent of “Il Castello di Gandalf ”
We walk along a path that crosses a narrow ridge of secular larches-which will hardly ever see the teeth of a chain
saw-and then get lost among the lush tentacles of an alder wood. We then look out to the wall that we wanted to
climb and discover that it is almost unattainable with the
thick wilderness that separates you from its base. Then we
go back over the ridge and our eyes fall on a nice peak on
the other side of the valley. Then we continued down the
ridge, up the valley, always with our 25 pound backpacks
perched on our shoulders. At 12:00, after having wandered for many hours, we finally get under a real wall. The
rock seems good, with an interesting line. The northern
exposure has kept us all day in the cold, but at least going
down the sun shines upon us warming our bodies.
The wall, while presenting two marked ledges affecting
the continuity of the climb, presents a wonderful rock,
one of the best ones on which, at least in Adamello, we
have ever put our hands on. It is incredibly full of cracks
and edges, nothing to do with the smooth walls of the
Coster on which we wore out our fingertips for a whole
summer. Here climbing reminds us of the progression of
limestone for which our sneakers do not help but we do
just fine! What we leave behind is a nice route of excellent
rock, immersed in a wild environment that is at the same
time bucolic. It seems difficult to expect better.
We quickly descend trying to track down a few cairns we
left behind before it gets dark. The marks left on the alder
trees help us from getting lost. Finally we run into the
path that will take us back to the valley, but the wet stones
and high grass force us to proceed with blind faith. Then
finally we get out of the intricate forest ... and there is a
light.
But what kind of light? The care taker of Premassone hut
is waiting in front of Malga Frino; he was aware of our
escape in the wild world of Fossale depression, but did
not see us climbing on the wall initially chosen. He gives
us a big welcome with his panda 4x4 up to his hut. We
end our day in front of a delicious plate of “pizzoccheri”

Right: Paul Amadio at the opening of “I racconti del Re3mulo” on the second Miller
Tower
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LE VIE DEL CIELO
by Paolo Amadio and Angelo Davorio
Alpine Studio Editions, 2015
360 pages
25€
This guidebook contains a description of the
climbing routes, both classical and modern, in
this corner of paradise that one of the two authors has just narrated. It is a mysterious world
full of huge walls, great rock, deep cracks, and
smooth slabs. A mountainous area in the heart
of the Alps that has kept its untouched wilderness and that today still has so much to reveal.
Its exploration has just begun.

WHERE THE SUN DOES NOT SHINE
by

Luana Aimar,
Marzio Merazzi,
Antonio Premazzi

THE GRIGNONE CAVE SYSTEM
■ The Grigne massif, between Lecco and Bellano, has
always been known to mountain-goers as an ideal place
to go hiking and trekking in a high-altitude environment,
along with sports climbing routes of various degrees of
difficulties, and then a stay in cozy huts.
As I explained in the previous issues of this same magazine, the Grigne - especially the northern summit of the
Grignone- is also a popular destination for cavers. Until
now more than 1000 caves are known in some areas and
(such as the Circo of Moncodeno and the Circo of Releccio) the density of sinkholes, wells, and entrances to the
open sky is among the highest in the entire national territory. This environment been explored for decades and
the Grignone complex “Alfredo Bini” is considered one
of the largest karstic complexes of Italy. It is the result
of the junction of numerous caves. Thanks to uninterrupted work of generations of cavers, this giant underground currently brings together 14 caves and has a de-

velopment of more than 20 kilometers. Moreover, recent
explorations in the deepest regions of the complex had
cavers reach a depth of -1313 meters, this factor makes
it the second deepest cave in Italy. Although the numbers
reported may make an impression, the complexity of the
Grignone caves does not represent an infinitesimal part
of what lies underneath the mountain, and in the future
this area will certainly be subject to more exploration. In
fact, on the surface to the hiker it appears as a system of
distinct and separate caves but underground they unite to
form a single extended labyrinth structure. The wells and
entrances that characterize the landscape of the Grigno-

Below: in the Fiumelatte cave some of the waters assimilated underground by the
Grignone come to light (@ Photos Luana Aimar).
Left: the Norbert Casteret well in the “W le donne” abyss, 110 meters deep,
descended for the first time in 1987 (@ Photos Ivan Licheri).
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ne underground are the points where the prevailing void
joins the mountain to the outside surface.
Rainwater originated from precipitation and from melting snow does not run outside on the surface, but is immediately absorbed underground through the often complex and still largely unknown paths. They come back to
light at the Fiumelatte cave, a few dozen meters above
the level of the lake, and in correspondence with other
springs not yet known situated below the level of the lake.
Fiumelatte has always been known to locals and is known
to the fact that during rainy periods or thaw snow, a short
course of water originates from the entrance Flowing,
swirling, and bubbling like milk. Amongst the first visitors
and scholars there are names of famous celebrities from
the past like Leonardo Da Vinci and many more.

THE EXPLORING RACE IN THE ABYSS OF
“W LE DONNE”!
The knowledge that we have now about the carsism in
the Grigne massif is the result of generations of caver’s
research who since the sixties explored, discovered, and
surveyed methodically hundreds of caves. The history,
in particular, of the Grignone began in 1983 when
Milanese cavers ran into a cavity already known to
mountaineers who climbed during the winter, noticing
an air stream piercing through a layer of snow along the
route of the Piancaformia ridge... The first expeditions
had to overcome the particularly difficult and narrow
entrance. But in 1987 they began a real explorative race:
passing the last narrow meander, and dropping a series
of uninterrupted vertical drops that were sometimes were
very broad and deep. A well of 140 meters (Caro Cogoi
Semo Cagai) proved to be without further developments,
but a convenient pendulum on a terrace allowed access
to a spectacular vertical drop of 80 meters (Gran Salto
Horde) with smooth walls, immediately followed by a
well of 110 meters (Norbert Casteret), and interrupted
in the middle by a wide ledge. More modest wells led
the explorers to emerge on the emptiness of the broad
chamber named Utopia. To land at the base of this
chamber at -380 meters, we had a single pitch of a rope
to go down a 50 meter deep well. From Utopia there were
three main routes that branched off, and already at the
end of that same year in the Adrena-Line branch they
reached the depth of -446 meters. In 1988 they began the
exploration of the great meander called “Unga Balunga”
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which seems to be a main branch coming off from the
Utopia chamber. Down a well of 114 meters (RocʼAzzon)
the expedition stopped at -600 meters at the start of a
new vertical drop. At the same time, cavers brought
forward the exploration of “M & M's.” This is the
third route that branched off from the Utopia chamber
and, in spite of poor expectations, this route led to the
deepest point of the cave. In fact the next year "Unga
Balunga” exploration, even after the descent of a 112
meters well, stopped after -815 meters due to a massive
landslide; “M & M’s” exploration instead lead to -910
meters depth thanks to an uninterrupted succession of
drops connecting with a ground floor of phreatic tunnels.
Here a base camp was set up with tents and provisions
to allow the cavers to engage in activities like resting
and having refreshments. The descent continued down
along Belfangor, a path characterized by a succession of
short and very muddy wells dug in the rock route and
where the fateful threshold of three depth zeros were
finally reached. In less than three years W le Donne
had become the first -1000 meters of the Italian Alps.
The massive presence of mud and the inconvenience of
the chambers at the bottom meant that this route was
topographed only a few decades later... In the following
months the explorers focused on another point, decidedly
more promising: the Cobra meander. This is narrow and
crossed by a considerable amount of water. However this
new road led the explorers to reach a depth of -1155
meters close to the departure point of a well exposed to a
large water cascade. The harshness of the environments
at the bottom were narrow, muddy, and wet. Also a series
of bereavements hit the Italian caving community in the
late nineties which meant that the exploration of W le
Donne was abandoned to be resumed only sporadically
in the following decade by a few, strong willed individuals
from various regions of Italy. In 1997, for example, the
narrow end was forced open and -1170 meters of depth
were reached in correspondence of a narrow flooded
path.
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NEW DEPTHS COME ON STAGE

UNITING TO UNITE

Simultaneously with the exploration of W le donne, in
Circus Releccio, at lower altitudes, there was another
cave that was attracting explorers named Orion. The
entrance was reached for the first time in 1987. The wells
of this cave were never too deep, yet that same year the
first end of -363 meters was reached. Apparently this
was a limit with no further possibility of development.
Two years later cavers were dedicated to exploring some
lateral branches, and they undertook the excavation of a
narrow muddy, and wet tunnel (Smerdulansky) leading
to -280 meters. The obstacle was overcome in 1991
allowing the access of the remaining part of the cave that
exceeded the limit of 600 meters in deep while reaching
tight quarters that were very muddy. Also in this case
the uncomfortable conditions from the environment did
not allow the explorers to make topography. However
it was easy to see that they were nearby the base camp
of “W le Donne”, but the mud and the limited size of
the meander terminal killed all enthusiasm and Orion
was abandoned. Several years later, in 1995, another
promising entry was destined to play a crucial role in the
history of the Grignone Complex: I Ching. I went down
the first two wells, 8:40 meters deep respectively, the first
explorers landed in intricate layer of phreatic tunnels that
developed for over half a kilometer at a depth of about
-70 meters, allowing one to move inside the mountain
cave in a significant way. It was a very unusual feature
for a cavity of the Grigna. A passage was even forced and
a violent air current was released and they managed to
access the beginning of a deep well of 50 meters, named
Panarizzo. The way that develops below led to a series of
vertical drops, that ended up in a large chamber at -215 m
in depth. The floor of this place was completely covered
by a massive landslide that apparently discouraged the
explorers from continuing their search: I Ching was then
abandoned without the understanding of the importance
of the its labyrinth structure.

The first years of the new millennium in Lombardy
brought on a radical reversal of the logic that new
explorations carried out. With the need to join forces
to do activities in the more challenging caves, to share
data and materials, and in general to overcome the
mentality that the activity of the individual members was
exclusively within a specific group or association. In this
situation of innovation, the Grigna - with its challenging
abysses and often selective demands - emerges as an ideal
place to discover the beauty of collaboration and sharing.
In the summer of 2002, after several meetings between
representatives of numerous caving associations, we
started a collaboration called “Project in Grigna.” Pillars
of the new association are team spirit, free from all type
of personalism, and the complete sharing of materials
and data collected. From the start they gave great
attention to topography. The collected computerized
data and included the management compass program.
This way it was possible to show each cave live and in
a three-dimensional perspective, both in floor plan cross
section. It was also possible to study the location and
overall progression of various caves. Early attempts often
lead to major errors that created the most unlikely cavemorpho-genetic assumptions to explain the improbable
representation that appeared on the screen. However,
after the initial difficulties, good results started to arrive in
2004 when cavers discovered and explored links (whose
existence was always expected) between various caves.
The map of I Ching tunnels was particularly instrumental
to this goal because it allowed the interception of empty
spaces that developed vertically leading from other points
of entrance. In addition, step by step, the exploration is
brought forward in the new deep cave: Kinder Brioschi.
Just in superficial parts of this cave, in July 2004, a
connection with a neighboring cave called Pingu is
found. The following month an unexpected crossing
in to the Antica Erboristeria cave lead to a connection
with I Ching and Il Mostro caves. Just four days later it
is the turn of W le Donne to come to the tunnel floor of
I Ching. In the late summer of that same year series of
junctions outline two main blocks: the complex structure
of Alto Releccio, based on the interconnection of several
caves such as W le Donne, Il Mostro, I Ching, Antica
Erboristeria (reaching -1190 m in depth) and the complex
system of caves Kinder Brioschi-Pingu (reaching -900
meters in depth). At the same time, people searching
for the surface points of entries discovered new cavities

Previous pages: a 40 meters deep well 40 meters inside the I Ching cave (@ Photos
Luana Aimar).
Right: a shallow pit inside the Orion abyss (@ Photos Ivan Licheri).
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destined to be entered in the history of the Grignone. In
the fall of 2005, a few meters below the Piancaformia
ridge, a promising new entry point is found and inspired
by the news is named Transpatrizia. Exploration,
conducted primarily that next summer, allows access to
a system of modest phreatic tunnels that join, one week
after the other, the previous cave with Il Mostro, and
consequently with the I Ching system of tunnels. A few
months later, in the deepest regions of the system, two
fall expeditions are dedicated to an exploration of the
terminal chamber of Kinder at -880 meters in depth.
At the top of the chimney an important active branch
is intercepted because it is directed towards the base
camp area of W le Donne. On October 7, 2006 down
a modest well, the explorers found a link between the
two giant underground areas. The junction, built at a
depth of -900 meters, is probably the deepest one in Italy
and leads to the creation of a single large system with
7 points of entry, about 12 km of spatial development,
and a total change of altitude of about 1190 meters. At
this point we proceed to unequip Kinder Brioschi and the
operation lasts till August 2008 because while working
they proceeded to explore numerous side branches that
developed into a further depth that greatly complicates
the structure of the cave.
Once the materials were recovered, W le Donne finally
started getting equipped completely throughout its
system. The operation serves to verify the correctness of
the old data, for the topography of many branches that
were left unexplored by the first expedition. The situation
in the base camp area is really complex: various tunnels
affected by strong air circulation seem to lead everywhere,
and many of these have been explored superficially.
Summer 2009 offers a new junction immediately! While
unequipping the cave Antica Erboristeria, an unexplored
window on a P99 is reached, leading on to a system of
small tunnels crossed by a violent current of air that
is partially obstructed with sand. The data added to
Compass show that the well where the explorers stopped
is actually a vertical drop that already has been observed
from the nearby Abisso dei Coltellini. The following
weekend all that is left to do is physically travel through
the passage. At the end of July resumes the exploration
of P30 cave with three points of entry. This is a modest
cave with a difficult meander at the base of the well of
entrance. After overcoming the obstacle they descend
into rapid succession through three deep vertical drops
named: P60, P125 and P130. A pendulum connecting
with P40 allows the reaching of a breezy window; after
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that a few modest vertical drops and the explorers finally
get to the P84 in the Kinder Brioschi cave. P30 with
three points of entry becomes, therefore, the highest
entry point of the system. On the same day a strategic
excavation, designed according to survey data, allows
them to also annex Maxiconoide, an average cave on the
Releccio side.
At the same time, at greater depths, they proceed to
remake the W le Donne topography. Some side branches
are also revised, and it becomes obvious that some of its
environments are very close to Orion. It had already been
speculated that the profile of the Orion was inaccurate
and incomplete; therefore it was not possible to know
the real distance between the two caves. On the 13th of
September: reviewing a ventilated branch close to the
base camp of W le Donne allows them to overcome a
pair of narrow passages and to explore a new hundred
meters all the way to the terminal meander of Orion.
The new junction, which is complicates more the
geography of this well known subterranean environment,
ending one of the richest explorations here of “Project
In Grigna”. Now the system consists of 12 entrances
and about 18 km of spacial development. The following
years, among other activities, the terminal chamber of I
Ching is thoroughly explored searching for a link with a
nearby abyss “Il Buffer”, but all attempts seem to be in
vain. At the end 2011 the last fall expedition of the year
allows them to find the correct passage and to explore
over 20 km of spatial development of the cave system.
The next summer, only one exit is sufficient for them to
overcome the last narrow passage and realize the physical
junction between the cave and its system.This brings us
to the most recent years. In 2013 we saw the addition of
cave Falso P30 to the system. It is an average cave with
two entrances located in the middle of the wall on the side
of Releccio. And yet, in 2014, a special dig at Cassiopeia,
a grand entrance on the walls above the Biettihut, has
allowed speleologists to reach the initial environments of
Orion. But in 2015, the ninth attempt to join the Buco
Quadro cave has been proved to be in vain.

IN MORE DEEP REGIONS
Considerable efforts were also made in an attempt to
further deepen the system. In December 2011 and
November 2012 there were two dives in a siphon at
W le Donne placed at -1150 meters by an underwater
spelunking group. Physically and technically prepared,
they were exploring an in unexpected lonely and vast
environment, and had to stop due to lack of material at
the entrance of a well continuously hit by water. The dives,
at the time the deepest done in Italy, reached up to the
estimated depth of -1200 meters. Following numerous
attempts made and deploying a considerable amount of
human resources to try to continue exploring those remote
areas, no one has managed to reach the explored limit of
underwater spelunking. In November 2014, in the bottom
branches of W Le Donne, they overcame a tricky, narrow,
and uncomfortable meander along fifty-meters that allows
them to explore more than one kilometer of emptiness.
Subsequent environments, muddy and sometimes narrow,

present completely unexpected morphologies for that
depth and features perfectly horizontal tunnels and deep
wells. Right there, after the descent of some new vertical
drops, the maximum depth has been reached: -1313
meters from the entrance that is higher than the entirety
(ie P30 cave with three entrances). These numbers make
the Grignone system the deepest cave in Italy currently. It
is reasonable to assume that with these explorations they
have reached the axis of the mountain syncline, in which
gathers several independent streams of water that most
likely feed into a single broad stream with more depth.
The prospect for future explorations is still considerable
because the Fiumelatte spring is only 8 km from these
remote environments and has a 600 meters of change of
altitude. ■

Above: a traverse to “leapfrog” a well in the Orion abyss (@ Photos Ivan Licheri).
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QUALIDO
WINTER IN PARADISE

Text and Photos by LUCA SCHIERA

THE WINTER ASCENT OF “IL PARADISO PUÒ ATTENDERE”
ONE OF THE FIRST BIG WALLS OF THE ALPS.
THE QUALIDO HAS A WALL HIGH UP TO 800 METERS WIDE
AND TWO KM WIDE.
COMPACT AND VERTICAL GRANITE.
A KINGDOM OF CRACKS AND FRICTION SLABS.
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■ I feel like doing a cold, hard, and long climb. Amongst all
that the climbs doing to my mind, the one that seems the
most attractive to me: “Il Paradiso più attendere”, possibly
in true winter conditions.
And so one day in January Paolino Marazzi and I went
down the path to Val Qualido.
It just snowed and there is no bottom, so we sink in the
snow and slip at the same time, which is a nightmare for
the ankles. We just want to go up the first two pitches to
see if it is doable. We especially want to see if we can get
to the crucial passage because by evening we both have to
go down.
We get under the wall at the same time when the first
rays of sun begin to warm. Surprisingly we find that the
conditions are excellent. I'm almost disappointed, there is
little snow on the ledges and the flow of water disturbs the
continuity of the wall of granite.
Paulino begins to climb the first pitch through a logical
sequence of tufts of dry grass, and since we brought ice
picks we immediately use them for grass tooling, and soon
arrive at the first anchor.
The start of the second pitch is still a bit wet and I try going
over to the left on the vertical wall. By extending my hand I
reach a piton which comes out just py pulling on it. I reach
a piton, and then a few meters further up I reach a piton
shaped like a very long blade that is almost completely
out. I am standing on a small ledge in the middle of a
perfectly smooth vertical wall with ten meters between me
and Paolino whom is parked down below. Above me, like
a sword against the wall, there is the famous blade, I can
almost touch it.
I reach it with the tip of the my fingers but this is just
enough to widen it four or five centimeters. This concerns
me a lot and I decide to find an alternative strategy: I lower
myself and hammer with an ice pick a good pecker.
It's a bad time both for me and for Paulino because he is
right below me. I have no idea how to act, and after trying
to get around the blade there is nothing else for me to do
than use my soft touch. Protecting yourself is impossible
because any protection will slip off, pulling it with the
dulfer method I will definitely make it.
With my hands I pull it down the right side while I stretch
out as much as possible, then, using the pick like a cliff, I
hook it on the left side. I start to pull it when the added
weight at the same time exhausts the pick, and the blade
opens fearfully. I'm pretty scared but perhaps more so
Paulino because he has unhooked from his spot and moved
to a more sheltered place. I go up a few meters, until it
becomes a little more reliable and I can fix a protection.
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I am almost saved, climbing up is getting easier, but I get to
a break after a while.
We fix a rope and go down to the valley with little snow
remaining.
Weeks go by and we still cannot go back. Then in March
Luca Gianola calls me to propose a comfortable sport
route in the sun, and I counter propose the Qualido route.
He accepts right away, but I doubt he understands me.
We leave the night before, at 22:00, for Val di Mello.
We do not know the conditions due to darkness, but there
is a lot of snow. We are loaded and very sleepy, and we
move slowly towards the Qualido hotel.
I Dream about lying down in my sleeping bag but the
goal seems to get further and further away: just out of
the woods the situation gets even sadder. There is a lot of
fresh snow and it feels like I am swimming to my waist in a
white sea. The weight of the sacks does not help floating.
We advance fatigued for a few meters before stopping: the
carved steps by the Melat from one hundred years ago
have disappeared, small slopes seem insurmountable for
the inconsistent snow and we are forced to sink in our legs
and arms into the snow to advance. After a hard battle we
get to a flat area just minutes from the wall.
We still take a full hour to do the last meters surfing in the
snow, and we are just beginning!
It's around 2:00, we lie down and a very cold night goes
by. Despite the fatigue we are very curious to see what
conditions the wall will present, but we have to wait for the
first lights of dawn. It is worse than the last time, with more
snow making it less steep and a lot of iced water flow.
With the advantage of the rope already fixed on the first
two pitches we get up immediately of forty meters. Luca
decides to continue for the third pitch and uses mixed
techniques to get up faster and earn a comfortable break
in the sun. I follow using a jumar.
The day is beautiful, the sun is shining and everything is
going very well.
Immediately we understand that to be more efficient we
should not change who is leading, so we decide that today
he will lead the first part and I'll follow and tomorrow we
will exchange.

Opening spread: on the fifth pitch of “Il Paradiso può attendere” (pitch of VIII-).
Right: the first easy pitch of the route, which leads to the base of a series of dihedral
and cracks affecting the east wall of Qualido.
Next page: Luca Schiera photographed by Luca Gianola on the small ledge of a
bivouac, where they spent the night sitting in the snow.
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After a pitch on an even dihedral in the sun, we get under
the shadow of a big roof. It's a long pitch that is completely
horizontal, followed by a wide chimney were water drips.
Luca begins to traverse under the roof, then disappears
inside to insert a friend and reappears ahead later, then
continues by freeclimbing in order to avoid free climbing
avoiding the water flow. Finally he arrives at the bilet right
on the edge of the roof. I follow him with various drops
and pendulums. We continue for a few more
simpler pitches in free climbing, then in the afternoon we
arrive to the heart of the route: a chimney formed by a
large detached blade. I remember the photo on the guide
book, however it has a completely different look because it
is full of snow and has become very narrow.
This is where we will sleep tonight, but Luca decides to go
up a another pitch to have an advantage for the next day.
We go down to the bivouac in the chimney and dig two small
steps that we expand with the hammock, then nestle inside.
The night goes by very slowly. In the darkness we can see
a few clouds cover the sky and before dawn a little snow in
the wind arrives. After fourteen hours pass of being still we
can now move again.

Today it's my turn. I start with the boots following a
dihedral dirty with snow, then there is the pitch using
pressure pitons: I had the impression that with climbing
shoes I would have gone much faster but I did not carry
them with me carry them with me.
With a pendulum I reached the opposite side of the
smooth wall and I try to open the route in the middle of
an ice flow.
I see little chance of being able to continue, when I see it
all iced up. While I think of how to advance, a little snow
begins to fall. I Continue – in an artificial way to remove
ice - only because it is less complicated than going back.
It takes me a long time, but when we make it to the next
anchor we understand that we passed the most problematic
area of the wall.
I Put on my shoes and go forward more quickly for some
length, up to the final one, and easily pull up to the ledge.
It is completely covered with a thick layer of verglas which
I avoid with a variant.
We managed to reach the ledge reach the ledge in the early
afternoon.
We had planned the climb up to here, without crossing the
wall to go on top or to exit another way.
Then we rappel down another route all the way down to
the ground and then, again, we swim descending through
the snow. ■

• “Il Paradiso può attendere” was opened in 1982 by
Antonio Boscacci, Paolo Masa and Jacopo Merizzi
in more days. It is one of the first true big walls in Val
Masino, ascended with a new style for the time. It was
the first route to violate the central wall of the Qualido,
following a logical line of cracks and corners up to the
top of the Martello peak, which is one of the symbols
of the wall.
• We stopped at the big ledge before traversing to go on
top of the Martello. The ascent to the top was still lacking
(It is better to estimate two or three days of climbing if
you do not know the wall).
• The blade of the second pitch is very close to breaking
and looks set to worsen. Caution.
• During the free ascent of Koller and Machajb they
added a spit to almost all the belay points. Beyond the
fact that the material is of very poor quality and now
dangerous, this gesture shows no respect for the route
and those who opened this path with a completely
different style.

Right: Luca Gianola on the third pitch of the route (pitch with difficult of VIII).
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ALPI
A DEMODÈ WINTER
by TITO AROSIO and ANDREA GADDI
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■ At the beginning of winter 2015/16 it did not seem
possible to attempt, mixed Ice and snow routes, and
not even Ski Touring. The lack of snow and just cold
temperatures have left no hope of finding ice routes in
good condition or snow that makes people slip.
But mountaineers always find a way to get to the
mountains and then from the 21st of December 2015
winter routes came back in style.
That mountaneers wait for a favorable winter to do the
climbing routes in the cold season is not new. Just think
of the winter of '89 and look at the Slovenian Triglav
guide to understand that in there winter there you must
move with favorable conditions. Except the strong team
of Gianni Rusconi and some other climbers from Eastern
Europe in the seventies and eighties walked the walls even
on the most repulsive of winters.
You have to remember that even though this is not the
beginning of winter it was particularly cold although
it's still always winter. The days are the shortest of the
year, the bivouacs are long and cold, you have to gear up
properly (heavy backpacks and warm clothing), and even
though the walls present themselves with powdered snow,
there is always the lurking verglas!
On December 21, winter begins, and immediately the
party begins.
In the Central Alps the first to take advantage of the
favorable conditions are Fabio Salini and Davide
Codega who undertake the winter crossing of Sciora
(Alpi Retiche). They did it having a long day: 18 hours
non-stop. The Sciora are a group of three huge granite

the master! Then the direct route of the Germans and
the Saxons, the Clude Barbier memorable feats and the
route opened in his honor by the Coubal brothers up till
now just with Christoph Heinz.

pinnacles with walls that are one thousand meters high.
The crossing of the three big peaks, who precipitate on
the Val Bondasca, for decades have been a dream of
many winter climbers. It was always climbed (in summer)
leaving from the Cacciabella pass. Then it entered thirty
years of obscurity until the crossing was accomplished
in the summer of 2015 by four climbers: Tom Ballard,
Matteo Colico, Andrea Gaddi and Luca Schiera (in 13
hours from hut to the hut). They did it with an initial
variant that was not the easy up and down of the initial
ridge. But along the thousand meters of the SimonWeippert wall all the way to the Sciora Dafora, which
is provocatively called the “Super-Sciora” (3000 meters
of development and difficulties up to VII+). This outing
of ridges has rekindled the passion of some old winter
climbers, so that Salini and Codega from Valtellina took
advantage of the first good day to do the first winter
ascent. They also chose a more direct starting point for
an ice gully of 600 meters.
Also on the 21st of December, but the other side of the
Alps, Simone Reforzo performed the solo ascent of the
route “Armando-Gogna” on the northeastern Scarason
Wall (ED 600m) in the Ligurian Alps. The route had
previously been climbed in winter solitary, but Simone
makes the first winter solitary in one day.
This mountain can be considered the queen of the
Southern Alps, with a north face of great beauty which
was overcome in 1967 by Alessandro Gogna and Paul
Armando with six days of climb. It was a route that
waited ten years to be repeated. With evolving time this

On December 23, the climbing team made up of Nicola
Tondini and Emanuele Pellizzari repeated the route
“Rondò Veneziano” (470m, IX) on the south wall of
the Torre Venezia (Civetta). This represents a repetition
on-sight and before winter of such a route. The route,
needless to say, was opened by the duo Christoph Hainz
and Kurt Astner with a warranty of quality and high
difficulty. The route was very technical and difficult,
developing along the yellow walls and overhanging, with
an inability of retreating from above the eighth pitch due
to extended overhangs. The beautiful exposition made it
so that Tondini and Pellizzari did not have to shiver from
the cold, but also it was true that winter days made it so
that they had to be done by 17:00 at max when the walls
got dark. The two even managed to reach the top with
an hour to spare!

Previous page: the wonderful group of Sciora, in Val Bondasca. From left: the Sciora
di Fuori, the Pioda, the Ago, and the Sciora di Dentro (@ Marco Volken).
Above: Christoph Hainz on “Phantom der Zinne” on the Cima Grande di Lavaredo
(@ Simon Kehrer).

route remained a myth, so much that it inspired climbers
from everywhere and dreamers searching for solitude.
On December 22, the South Tyroleans named Christoph
Hainz and Simon Kehrer repeat the route “Phantom der
Zinne” (9+, 500m, 17L) on the north face of the great
peak of Lavaredo; the two took only 6 hours and 33
minutes to arrive to the Comici ledge.
The great peak of Lavaredo is a one of the biggest goals
and dreams for everyone-respecting mountaineering. But
the two could be defined as two residents these walls.
Especially Heinz, that on this wall accomplished his
biggest feats, between solitary, winter and first openings
such as “Phantom der Zinne”, which he opened in 1995
with another great climber, Kurt Astner.
On this wall we would have to write a lot, it is enough
to know that the story is made of an unprecedented
evolution, beginning with its conqueror: Emilio Comici,
62
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On the same day - December 23 - Jacopo Biserni and
Paulo Tiezzi repeat the “Casarotto route” (VI, 400m) on
the west wall of the Roda de Vael (Group of Rosengarten,
Dolomites), probably the first winter ascent of the route.
The name of the first climber route, Casarotto, does
not need any presentation, as well as the Roda di Vael
that was conquered by famous climbers like Maestri and
Brandler. But the “Casarotto route” is a gem that has
gone a long time unnoticed until a few years ago, when
it was finally repeated, with its great beauty. Since there
have been no objections for many months since then, we
could ensure the first winter ascent.
In the Mont Blanc massif, Maël Baguet and Max Bonniot
decided to spend Christmas on the northern wall of the
Grandes Jorasses: from the 24 to 27 of December they
go through the Walker spur along the “Cassin route” (VI,
1200m). The first winter ascent of this route was done
by Walter Bonatti and Cosimo Zappelli in January 1963
and nowadays it is great classic piece of the past which
keeps it aura of legend and difficulties. Climbers that
do it in the summer, go up in awe from the route where
times stands still on the shady and severe wall, but among
the most beautiful in the Alps.
Writing a brief history of this wall would be reductive,
because importance of these protagonists in the story of
alpinism. The pressure is high even after Christmas and
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east like a gigantic wall that is 900 meters high. There
the “Via delle Guide” is created in the thirties thanks to
Bruno Detassis and Enrico Giordani, making it a great
first ascent on the walls of one of the most vertical walls
of the Dolomites.
On the 26-27-28 of December Luca Valata and Tito
Arosio repeated the route “Pilastro Bee route” on the
north-west wall of the Mount Agner (700m, VII) in the
Belluno Dolomites. The route then continues on the
highest pillar of the northern side of the Mount Agner
that is already famous for offering the longest spur of the
Dolomites: the Northern Spur (1700 meters; V+). The
story of the first ascent is full of inner strength and will.
The architect of the new adventure was Richard Bee, a
young and strong climber who in 1982 reached the base
of this difficult pillar, and went up in only two days (on
the 19th and 20th of July).
It was a historical event because of its difficulty, lengths,
and isolation of the wall (5 hours - for those who know
the access - from the lower valley, following vague goat
tracks). He had an intense life, out of the norm, with
great feats. A note on Wikipedia says: “Riccardo Bee is
considered one of the strongest climbers of his time, yet
little is known about his great feats and routes undertaken.
In fact, he never divulged his accomplishments to the
general public but only to a small circle of friends and
relatives were aware of his activities.” Damn true. A
myth to be rediscovered. Like the Tito-Luka team did
this winter following his footsteps on his most important
achievement.

during this period most climbers start to think with their
imagination.
December 26, Francesco Salvaterra (just back from a
prolific Patagonian season) and Marcello Cominetti
climb the “Via delle Guide” to Crozzon di Brenta (V+,
850m); the famous first winter ascent was done by the
Rusconi’s team in March '69. With 5 bivouacs it an epic
and important part in the history of mountaineering.
They had six days of fighting uphill against avalanches
and snow that did not want to come off even in the more
vertical parts . 47 years after the Rusconi team, Francesco
and Marcello did the second winter ascent of the route
and the first winter ascent done in one day. The pearl
of the Dolomites of Brenta is visible from the north 64
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On the same days and on the same mountain, a group
of unknown climbers, repeats the northern spur on the
Mount Agner. The San Lucano Valley (locked between
Agner Group and the Pale di San Lucano), was restless.
In fact, always on the 26-27-28-29 days Alberto Dal
Maso, Marco Kulot, Rebecca Finch and Leonardo
Comelli repeated the “Via per lʼUltimo Zar” (500m, 7+
A3) on the southern wall of the Titan Pillar, on the Prima
Pala di San Lucano, winning the first winter of the route,
until a coveted project in the climbing community of the
Belluno, Dolomites. The route was opened by Ivo Ferrari

Above: Francesco Salvaterra on the “Via della Guida” to Crozzon di Brenta (@ arch.
Francesco Salvaterra).
Far Right: the north-west face of Monte Agner (@ Tito Arosio).

and G.Galiazzo in 1997, proceeding on a vertical and
overhanging rock on one of the most beautiful and lonely
places in the Alps, where each approach is a journey and
every climb is a wonderful odyssey. The route was then
repeated solo in 2011 by the timeless Marco Anghileri,
another climber who knew these areas.
Even the “Queen of the Dolomites”, the Marmolada, has
had winter visits. On its southern wall, the 26- December
and 27 to 28, Matteo Bordella and Luca Moroni repeated
the “Via Fortuna” (VIII+) until the middle ledge, exiting
to the “Via del Pesce” in the high part. Both are two
masterpieces, which combine the names of Igor Koller
in with Maurizio Giordani. Holes, cracks, dihedrals, and
compact and smooth faces: a mix of high difficulty and
great beauty.
Returning to Central Alps, the young Swiss mountaineers
Marcel Schenk and David Heftic, on December 26-2728, perform a long journey in the Alpi Retiche, they call
it “the great U of Bondasca Valley.” They do the full
crossing from Pizzo Turbinasca to the Torre Innominata,
passing through the Pizzo Badile, Pizzo Cengalo and
the whole group of Sciore (the last group was crossed
by Salini and Codega two weeks earlier in the oppisate
direction). A great feat, with infinite development (about

6000 meters) and classical difficulties up to VI+. An idea
only from young warriors.
On the same days, December 27 to 28, Daniele Fiorelli
and Luca Tenni from Valtellina did the first winter ascent
of the route “Diretta del Popolo” (VI+, A1, 600m) on
the eastern wall of Pizzo Badile, an ascent much sought
in the climbing community in Central Alps. One of the
masterpieces opened in classical style in 1987 by Tarcisio
Fazzini.
Two days later, on December 30, Tom Ballard repeats
alone the route called “Spigolo Vinci” on the south
face of Pizzo Cengalo (400m, VI) and “Molteni route”
on the south wall of Pizzo Badile (400m, V +), taking
the amazing time of 1 hour and 30 minutes for the first
(from the base to the highest summit of Cengalo) and
40 minutes for the second route. Going down, he comes
across a team of climbers from Lecco who also come out
of the “Molteni route” ascended the day before (29th),
and chooses then to sleep on the summit to enjoy the
mountain view. Tom likes to call his race in Val Masino
as “Plan B”, because the goal that he and his companion
Andrea Gaddi had in mind was just... the “Diretta del
Popolo.” After having a two-day delay, Tom puts into
place Plan B. Then after having climbed the sixth most
famous northern wall of the alps alone during the same
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winter of 2015 that made him famous, this is another
demonstration of his capability.
On the 27 to 28 of December Ivo Ferrari, Michele
Cisana, and Michele Pezzoli do the first winter ascent of
the “via del Grand Diedro” (V+, 500m) on the north-east
wall of Pizzo del Salto, in the Valtellina Orobie. This is
an isolated wall nestled in the heart of the wilderness of
the Bergamo Alps. It’s very beautiful with a classic climb
and excellent rock.
Again in the central Alps, from the 28th to 29th of
December, Marcello Sanguineti, Marco Bagliani,
Giovanni Pagnoncelli repeated the route “Pilastro
Murgia” (VI-, 450m) on the Pizzo Andolla, in the Alpi
Pennine, signing one of the few winter ascent to the west
during the winter.
Returning to the Dolomites we talk again of Mount Agner,
which now seems to be taken under assault after years of
winter oblivion.On December 27 and 28 young climbers
from Val Garden, Martin Dejori and Titus Prinoth, make
66
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the first repetition and at the first time winter ascent of
the very mysterious route: “La Storia Infinita”, on the
northeast wall. Opened in 1990 by the Coubal brothers
the same climbers who opened the route “Claude
Barbier” on the Cima Grande di Lavaredo this route
ascents the difficult shield of rock at the center of the
wall on the right side of the routes: “Messner” and “Via
del cuore.” The route has a legendary aura (people talk
of difficulties of VIII- on very risky protections) which
was done by two young climbers who conquered 1400
meters of wall and 30 pitches in only two days, after 26
years since the first ascent. Also on the Eiger there is some
activity. Besides the usual procession on the “Heckmair
route”, the Swiss and Dani Arnolde Martin Echser make
the first winter ascent and on-sight the route “Deep Blue

Sopra: Tom Ballard in winter free solo ascent on the top of the Vinci ridge on Pizzo
Cengalo, Bergell . A selfy in the golden dawn moment (@ arch. Tom Ballard/Montane).
A destra: on top of ”Linea Gotica” of the Sassolungo (@ arch. Martin Dejori).

Sea” (320m, 7b +) on the northern wall. Opened between
2002 and 2003 by Bernd Rathmayr and Reto Ruhstaller,
it boasts 9 pitches of which the easiest is 6b+. At this
point it is important to remember the tremendous Dean
Potter, that free solo climbed in 2012, and then jumped
off parachuting from the top.
Also in the Tyrolean mountains things are happening,
on the 27th December the climbes named Tobias Sinn
and David Bruder carry out the first winter ascent of the
route “Magic Line” (8+, 800m) on the northern face of
Mount Laidererm, Monti Karwendel (Tirol). Also in the
Julian Alps, mountain climbers take advantage of the
great conditions, on December 23rd in 12 hours Tine
Cuder and Matic Murn repeat a winter classic on the
northern wall of Mount Triglav using the combination of
Skalaška + pilatro Čop (VI+, 1000m). Using information
published on Tine Cuder blog: Luke Dale, Giulia
Venturelli, Enrico Mosetti, and Tito Arosio, on the 30th
and 31st of December ascend the northen face of Triglav
along the combination of Kala ka + pilatro Čop.

Two wintry ascents that cross grandiose itinerary opened
in 1945 by Joda Čop and Pavla Jesih, one of the best
women climbers at the moment in Europe (although
unknown). The powerful pillar was repeated with the
first winter ascent in January 1968 by a dream team
consisting of Tone Sazonov, Aleš Kunaver, and Stane
Belak (Srauf). It was a climb that was a real fight against
snow and avalanches that ended with the mobilization
of an entire village of Val di Vrata. Its inhabitants went
up in full winters by the normal route to the Triglav to
provide aid to mountaineers in trouble. Remaining in the
Slovenian area, which is a renowned arena of talented
climbers, the three climbers Nejc Kurini, Anej Kodele,
and Botjan Miku made the first winter ascent after 21
years of the route opening, the route "Exercise con Dios"
(VII, 450 m) on the south wall of the Partridges (2126m).
It is a mountain on the border between Italy and Slovenia.
On December 27, Miha Zupin and Tjaa Jelovan climb
the Route "Puntarsko smer" (VII- / III-V+, 850m), on
the northwest wall of Vrac (Slovenia).
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On December 28, two young Slovenians Marija Jegli and
Matija Volontär ascend, probably for the first time in the
winter, the route “Mladi raziskovalec” (VII/V-, 300m) on
the northern wall of the Šitom Glavi in the group of the
Vršičem (Slovenia).

Hiebeler, Giorgio Redaelli, Ignazio Piussi, Roberto
Sorgato, Marcello Bonafede and Natalino Menegus),
then again moving on to the 4 days for Marco Anghileri
in 2000 who did the first solo winter ascent of the route
during a stunning winter.

But winter does not end in January, conditions change,
the activity calms down but does not stop as evidenced
with the other winter ascents.
The first of February Ferruccio Svaluto Moreolo (class
of 1959) and Alex Pivirotto repeated in 17 hours the
Solleder route (1100m, VI) on the northern face of the
Civetta; so that we now remember the first winter ascent
at the hands of Piussi and the exceptional winter solo of
Marco Anghileri the 14th of January to 18th in 2000.
The sixth degree difficulty has proven to still be a place
that holds many surprises. With the ascent of the two
climbers, in fact, the Solleder route had its own natural
evolution: from the long days of struggle that were taken
on for 4 days by the famous climbing team of six (Toni

On January 29th, Martin Dejori and Adam Holzknecht
repeat “Gothic Line” (1000 m; VII-) on the northern
face of Sassolungo. It is an immense wall and excellent
rock, overlooking Val Gardena, which has always been
considered the queen of rocks. From 17th to 19th of
March the young German Fabian Buhl celebrates
the world premiere of the first wintry ascent and solo
ascent of one of the most demanding routes opened
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Above: on the north wall of Triglav (@ arch. Tito Arosio).
Far right: on the pillar Bee of the Agner (@ arch. Tito Arosio).
Next page: Federica Mingolla on the “Delta Minox” last pitch (@ arch. Andrea Gaddi).
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by Alex Huber, the “Wetterbock route” (8c, 10 pitches,
200m), on the northern of the Hoher Göll (2522m) in
the Austrian Alps. Fabian has done one of the greatest
winter solo climbs in recent years, not so much for the
length of the route, but for the difficulties that reach the
top of the difficulty scale. It was a clear sign of where
mountaineering is going, and that of the new generations
have not forgotten the spirit of adventure.
On 12-13 March Luca Schiera and Luca Gianola climbed
in the winter the route “Il Paradiso può attendere”
(800m, VII and A2) on the east wall of Qualido. This
route has become famous for being the first big wall
opened in the Alps, approaches in a California style
for its characteristics. It has a vertical and overhanging
granite wall, that was conquered following the cracks and
the smooth walls (with some pressured pitons pressure)
by Paolo Masa, Jacopo Merizzi, and the strong Antonio
Boscacci in 1982. The week after Luca Schiera is back on
track, taking advantage of the last possible day of winter.
70
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On March 20 Luca, together with Andrea Gaddi and
the talented Federica Mingolla climbed to the base of
the Scingino pillar in Val Masino. The goal is the smooth
route best known in the Central Alps as "Delta Minox"
(450m, 7a +, 7a is obligatory) opened by the champion
Tarcisio Fazzini from Premana. On the 20th they arrive
on top at 16:30. It is worth saying a few words about his
very strong character. Tarci (his nickname) in the eighties
opened a series of routes on the walls of Masino and
of Val Bregaglia with increasing difficulty. Later, the
increasingly difficult level and the quality of walls moved
up to such a high point that it gave birth to three authentic
granite wonders of high difficulty and –hammering from
below and by hand- with a possibility of falls of up to 20
meters. “Delta Minox” was his masterpiece. That's what
was missing from the rose of the winter ascents.
Last but not least, from the 19th to 22th of March the
British: Pete Graham and Tom Livingstone are repeat
the Walker spur along the “Cassin route” (VI, 1200m) on
the northern part of the Grandes Jorasses. ■
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by Mario Giacherio

AZZARDO ESTREMO
by Joe Tasker

GUIDE TO CLASSIC AND MODERN CLIMBING ROUTES OF THE CARNIC AND JULIAN ALPS

The guidebook contains the best climbing
routes, from the classic routes to modern,
from the normal route to the approach of
one of the wildest mountains in the Alps.
A job of the ages, which today ranks as the
inaugural issue of the new series called “Il
grande alpinismo sui Monti d’Italia”, which
be followed up - with a different editorial
approach - the experience gained from the
prestigious and Historical Mountains of Italy
Guide book published by CAI and TCI since
1911.

A few days before his tragic death in 1982, published by London “Savage Arena”: the autobiography of one of the
most talented climbers, firm believer of the "Alpine style" that makes a difference in great ascents. The series of
books “Oltre confine” (selection of biographies of great Italian and foreign climbers) is published now, unpublished
in Italian language, about this life puzzle that covers every stage of the mountaineering career of Tasker, from the
British participation in the first winter ascent of the north face of the Eiger, the first ascent of the North Ridge of the
Kangchenjunga, the attempts of new routes on K2. The continuous search for challenges and difficulties to overcome are the inexhaustible inspiration that does not stop climbing. On May 18, 1982 Joe and his friend and companion
Peter Boardman, were seen from the base camp for the last time at 8200 meters, during their attempt to reach the
summit of Everest along the southeast ridge. Boardman's body was found 10 years later. Tasker was never found.
••• Alpine Studio • (pp. 300; euro 19,80) • www.alpinestudio.it

ESCALADE Les Calanques, Marseille-Cassis-La Ciotat
by J-L. Fenouil, P. Bracco
For several decades, Jean-Louis Fenouil and Papick Bracco are climbing heroes in Marseille. Thanks
to their perfect knowledge of the Calanques, they have combined their photographic skills and art,
in addition to climbing. They create an original work, both artistic and technical selecting 157 great
climbing routes of all levels of commitment. They also guide us in a large volume format, through 50
different areas, from Marseille to La Ciotat, pitch after pitch for 20,000 meters of climbing on the sea.
More than one hundred unpublished photographs on full pages give a good idea of this natural climbing paradise. 50 watercolor tables are the central theme of "technical sketches" where the routes are
traced and described. A beautiful book with great commercial value, offered at an unimaginable price.
••• VTopo • (pp. 168; euro 29,95) • www.vtopo.fr

Authors:
EMILIANO ZORZI
CARLO PIOVAN
SAVERIO DʼEREDITÀ

UP 2016
In the expected chronological directory “mountaineering and climbing”, magical aspect of climbing is photographed
in the routes that have made history, Mariacher tells the secrets of “Tempi Moderni” in the Marmolada, movint from
the granite Dru to "Brutamato Ye Ye", in Mello Valley, one of the mythical routes, that is still unrepeated.
Not only are there long routes, Manolo brings us to “Il mattino dei maghi” and “Giorda” on Greenspit crack, a “one
long” vertical trip in what is considered unreachable by the “normal” climbers. Telephone book new paths and proposals, is an essential update for cliffs and where to find new openings with detailed information for climbing in all
seasons. ••• Versante Sud • (pp. 190; euro 9,90) • www.versantesud.it

June 2016 in bookstores
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FALESIE E AREE BOULDER DELL'AGORDINO
by A.S.D. La Rivolta
Full-color, 850 pitches, 19 cliffs including the famous Laste, Malga Ciapela, Calèda and Farenzena. The new guide of
the Agordino presents an up to date proposal, at the foot of the famous walls of Civetta and the Marmolada in the
Dolomites. The guide contains detailed maps for doing approach and perfect pictures of the walls with indications
of the tracks and the criteria of beauty. An Enriching technical presentation of every cliff. The "People and Stories"
is dedicated to the narrative of curious anecdotes about the characters and the history of places: a valuable record
of climbing events of the past. A "topos" at zero km, and accurate details by the sports climber Association The Riot,
which serves to finance the maintenance of equipment and continue expanding the Agordino climbing cliffs.
••• Momenti AICS Editore • (pp. 464; euro 25,00) • www.larivolta.it

SKI SPIRIT
by Giorgio Daidola
The story of a passion, of a way of life, and of a personal style. Climbing is the alpinism that Giorgio Daidola dedicated
for thirty years to the practice of freeride, in classic ski mountaineering, but above all in long adventures of which
Philippe Traynard was an inspiring father since the sixties in the journeying to the world of the great mountains of
the great white planet. It is the journey into a world crossed going down and up. It is the nomadic skiing that the
forgotten telemark technique has allowed him to ride on the eight thousand meters of the Shisha Pangma and to
cross the Karakorum and the Hielo Continental. Also added is an interview with Manolo, who was also bewitched
by telemark. It also talks about the disappointment for the commercial approach of ski mountaineering today, and
the concern for a world where the winters are increasingly stingy for snow. A passion in a book, where without any
doubt, any ski lover will find a part of himself. ••• Alpine Studio • (pp. 336; euro 17,00) • www.alpinestudio.it

O U T D O O R

D N A

CHULILLA – Climbing Guide
TOP 6000 PLUS GTX®

by Pedro Pons

ABSS

Published a few weeks ago, the new sports climbing “topos” of Chulilla , a Europe climbing must. With over 800
routes, on shore cliffs of a canyon formed by the river Turia, Chulilla ( 40 minutes from Valencia ) is one of the most
prestigious destinations of Spain . But not only for rock climbing. Leafing through the beautiful photos of the new
guide edited by the Local climber, but also among the strongest climbers in the world, we are shown a stunning and
natural environment, made of plateaus and picturesque ancient villages. The guide talks for itself, with photos and
routes traced in color code to immediately orientate difficulties that you might want to tackle . Written in Catalan
and English . To get a copy write directly to info@elaltico.com, or the hostel for climber managed directly by Pons.
••• Desktop Publishing • (pp. 219; euro 22,00) • www.elaltico.com
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ANKLE BONE
SUPPORT SYSTEM

BAC

BUMP ABSORBING
CAGE

“Guardare avanti è quello che riesce meglio a questa azienda.
Migliorare ogni giorno attraverso la continua ricerca di materiali e
soluzioni tecniche è il nostro obiettivo e la nostra forza”.

A.M. - Crispi Founder

WWW.CRISPI.IT

Ph. +39 0423 524211 | crispi@crispi.it

follow us on:

GRIVEL

•

THE EVOLUTION OF THE SAFETY CARABINER

CARABINERS TWIN GATE

CARABINERS FOR CLIMBING

• MEGA K6G TWIN GATE
The carabiner, with double lever. Very broad form for belaying
and rappelling, with single or double ropes.
Weight: 83g - 2.9 oz

SAFER
FASTER
STRONGER

CLEPSYDRA

it the proper orientation, with the rope without rope, in a rappell.

TWIN GATE

The main problem of the safety carabiner on the harness has always been keeping

TWIST GATE

MEGA K6G

SAFER
FASTER
STRONGER

SCREW GATE

• CLEPSYDRA K10G TWIN GATE

OPPOSITE CARABINERS

Video Product: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tPdSBA6Fjig

Which is why Grivel has developed a brand new carabiner where further flush
closure separates the service ring and always maintains it straight also with the
open hook levers for different maneuvers.
The carabiner is positioned automatically and intuitively.
The Closing system is patented Twin Gate.

TWO CARABINERS

TWO MOVEMENTS
POSSIBLE UNSCREWING

TWO HANDS NEEDED
THREE MOVEMENTS

ONE HAND
ONE MOVEMENT
ALWAYS LOCKED

ONE HAND
ONE MOVEMENT
CORRECT SELF POSITIONING
NO CROSSLOADING

There is a second door separating the service loop from the rope maneuvers.
Fixing ring always closes with the open carabiner with a fully automatic operation.
The wide, round base favors the action of the rope.
Weight: 89g - 3.1oz
Video Product: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJplafyAYTY

More from GRIVEL
APOLLO -

CLIMBING HARNESS

Our Tester’s review
Innovating the world of “hardness” now is difficult. When you thought that by now.
Innovation was only in lightness, Grivel has given birth to a carabiner wheel that is

CLEPSYDRA K10G

rather unique, and in some ways revolutionary. At first glance it might also be cumbersome and difficult - for example - to use it with one hand. However, after acquiring
the necessary manual dexterity, this carabiner has unhooked all its advantages. Above
all safety. Despite not having the classic screw or nut twinslock, the carabiner Omega
G boasts an even greater security, and without the defects that classical rings provide
(rings that screw and unscrew alone, or -when over weighed - they are reopened with
difficulty). It was the introduction of the twinslock rings, all of which within a few
years feature, this innovative system is destined to great fame.
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Winners of the Trento Film Festival
2016 Edition

GENZIANA DʼORO MIGLIOR FILM – GRAN
PRIZE “CITTAʼ DI TRENTO”
LA MONTAGNE MAGIQUE by Anca Damian
(France / Poland / Romania, 2015)

La montagne magique

From the motivation: “We awarded the Grand Prix
with its originality, quirkiness, sensitive and intimate feeling. The life story of Adam Jacek Winckler
includes the complexity of the human being: to go
forward, to choose, to fight, to find their place among
men and nature without leaving their ideals, going
back and then leaving again, accepting fragility of
our choices and our lives.”

GENZIANA DʼORO BEST FILM
EXPLORATION OR ADVENTURE
- PRIZE “CITTAʼ DI BOLZANO”
THE GREAT ALONE by Greg Kohs (United States, 2015)

The great alone

GENZIANA DʼORO BEST MOUNTAINEERING FILM – PRIZE C.A.I.
K2 – TOUCHING THE SKY by Eliza Kubarska
(Poland/Germany/UK, 2015)

From the motivation: “I took a few pictures to bring
us back to the Jack London characters. The Great
Alone awakens our baby mood through a procession
of heroes traveling to the North, through a captivating landscapes wrapped in extreme temperatures.
We discover a man with a temper and a gold prospector, a stubborn individual who can make us believe
the dream of the last frontier.”
My love dont cross that river

Behemoth

GENZIANA DʼARGENTO – BEST TECHNICAL CONTRIBUTION AND ARTISTIC
BEHEMOTH by Zhao Liang (France/China, 2015)
GENZIANA DʼARGENTO – BEST SHORT FILM
LAST BASE di Aslak Danbolt (Norway , 2014)
PRIZE OF THE JURY
MY LOVE, DONʼT CROSS THAT RIVER by Jin
Moyoung (South Korea, 2014)
SPECIAL MENTION OF THE JURY
ON THE RIM OF THE SKY by Hongjie Xu (Germany/China, 2014)
AUDIENCE AWARD “ACQUA LEVICO”
THE BEST FEATURE FILM
MY LOVE, DONʼT CROSS THAT RIVER by Jin
Mo-Young (South Korea, 2014)

Surire. Destinazione Cile

AUDIENCE AWARD “BEST MOUNTAINEERING FILM”
SHERPA by Jeniifer Peedom (Australis/Nepal, 2015)
Sherpa

From the motivation: “Being measured by how
much they risked their own lives seems to make
mountaineers heroes ... but I am not. What do we
give to those who remain , those who suffer the fear
of no return , loneliness , emptiness, this film moves
you even more”.
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